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United Press International In Our fIst Year Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 16, 1970 10* Per Copy




We weeder how many, I any,
of the anti-war demonstrators
have a loved one in Viet Nam.
And, if they believe principle
worth fight for.
Theueht our Mahonia Holly had
been killed by the recent win-
ter, but it is putting out again.
Have not seen a snake this
year.
chi Robins in the Pine tree
out front have flown the neat.
We lied to slow down for a
Robin the other day. It flew up
In front of the car and appar-
ently it had miscalculated our
speed. We slowed to give him
time to fly off to one side, and
safety.
New sidewalk in front of Ward-
Elkins and the First Baptist
Church.
Regular old fashioned dinner
down at the Maple Leaf Fri-
day. Minute steak, hominy,
beans and corn bread.
Our Red Wygeila is in full
bloom. There are many pink
ones around town and they are
all easy to look at. We just like
the red ones best.
We lint went through a small
psychological exercise as we
wrote the above line. We had a
mental block and could not
think of Wygella. We racked
our brain to try and remember
the name of this plant. Then we
remembered we had a catalog
from the Geo. W. Park Seed
Company and we figured we
could look it up in thus catalog.
We found the catalog and as
we reached for it, this very act
seemed to break this mental
Mock and the name suddenly
appeared in our mind. We don't
know what a psychiatrist or
psychologist would call this
phenomenom but at any rate,
jest the act of reaching for the
catalog seemed to serve as a
catalpa and produced the word
which was locked up some-
where in our brain.
May Pop blooms have dropped
mid the apples are growing.
We put out a tiny seedling a
year or so ago of a Scotch Pine
and put a stake by it so ,..we
would not mow it down. This
little rascal has grown consid-
erably, and this year it has
candles on it several inches
long.
They do not seem to do too
much that first year or two, but
after that they take off.
The mini-park idea for the
Peek-Hie twee is sietty pre- .
ject. The city plans to fix a
basketball court and spend
some money for equipment. Any
club that is looking for a pro-
ject would do a good turn to
check with Rex Alexander,
Chairman of the Council Part
Committee. This mini-park
needs equipment for small kids
and big kids.
lesfhwil lad= has
Is request to put in a mini-
bike track near his business.




(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK — What does it
cost local governmental agen-
cies, per year, to provide Cal-
loway County residents with
the variety of services they re-
ceive?
How much is spent locally,
other than for education, com-
pared with the expenditures in
other communities?
How much is spent locally,
other than for education, com-
pared with the expenditures in
other communities?
A recent nationwide survey
shows that the outlay for police
And fire protection, for high-
ways, health, sewerage, welfare
and the many other services
rendered at the local level
comes to a pretty penny.
In Calloway County, the a-
mount spent for these general
services, excluding schools, fig-
ures out to $28.48 per reaident.
It compares with an average
of $156.22:per capita spent by
local governments elsewhere in
the United States. Among local
conupunities in the State of
Kentucky, the average was
$72.48.
The data is based upon a re-
cent survey by the Department
of Commerce. The results of
the survey are contained in a
voluminous report, the first of
its kind since 1982, entitled
Compendium of Government
Finances.
It gives a breakdown of ex-
penditures by local govern-
ments in all parts of the coun-
try.
I The amount of money spent
for each type of service varies
considerably from community
to community.
In most local budgets, a big
Rem is the cost of highway fac-
ilities, including roads, city
*ream, bridges and the like.
In Calloway County it amount-
ed to $4.92 per capita in the
year. The average, in other lo-
Down et the Murray Art Guild
yesterday and Kenneth Holland
has several paintings there. He's
a good artist and seems to lean
tOwerd the various shades of
brown. He also likes the real
light greens, almost a fluores-
cent green. He has one paint.
big of two Indians in a canoe
which attracted us. The reflec-
tion of the canoe and the two
Indians is shown in the water
which tested Mr. Holland's
sense of perspective.
CHURCH SPEAKER
John Willis will be the speak-
er at both the 10:40 morning
and 6:00 evening eervices of
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ on Sunday.
YOUTH TEEN CIENTE!!
The Yon& Teen Ce.nter of
the First ' United- Methodist
Church will be open tonight
(Saturday) from eight to eleven
p. m. for all youth 13-19 year
olds. Chaperons will be Mr. and
Mn. John lrvan.
Murray State Alumnus
To Be Featured Simday
Mrs. Janice Harper, an alum-
nus of Murray State University,
will be the featured soloist Sun-
day when the University's 150-
voice mixed chorus presents
''The Creation" in the Univer-
sity Auditorium, beginning at 3
p.m.
Formerly Janice Fay Padgett,
Mrs. Harper received her un-
dergraduate degree in voice at
Murray State in 1933, and her
master's degree in music educe-
tion in 1968.
A soprano, she is the daugh-
ter, of Robert M. Padgett, 125
North Friendship Road, Padu-
cah, and last summer was the
winner of the solo competitions
at the International Choral
Symposium in Vienna, Austria.
The chorus *ill be under the
didlleb`t
associate professor of mink- at
the University.
There is no charge and the
public is invited to attend.
calities across; the country, was
$23.05.
In the smaller counties, 10,-
000 or less in population, the
average was $40.11 per capita.
The cost was lower in the larg-
er counties, dropping to $21 35
in those over 250,000.
Police and fire protection in
the local area involved an ex-
penditure of $2.84 per person
The administration of govern-
ment cost another $6.17.
The rest of the $26.46 per
mpita- in operating costs was
allocated to the various other
services provided for local reel-
lents.
Lost sight of, in the general
concentration on mounting
school expenditures, has been
the rising cost .of the other
public services. Nationally, in





It is now an old adage that
It is now un-American to dis-
sent; in fact, many are consid-
ered to be very patriotic be-
cause they do dissent. Dissent
is essential for this country was
made strong because people
voiced opposing views and the
country debated and decided
upon the controversial issues.
Without dissenting views, this
country would eventually bp
come lax and haughty and
crumble from within. But many
of these same dissenting, "pat-
riotic" Americans are now ac-
cusing the people who support
the Nixon Administration's
Vietnam policy of being "pigs,"
"Nazis," "warmongers" and the
like. Are those who support,
the President any less patriotic
because they do happen to mice
opinions similar to those of the
"establishment"?
We are often accused of not
listening to the views of the
dissenters: From the one-sided
saturation of the news media,
their views come in all too loud
and clear. But can they hear
the voice of the administration
and its supporters over their
own hooting and jeering?
The President's supporters
contend that we must fight for
world stability and peace in
Southeast Asia. Are these Amer-
kens any less peace loving than
those demonstrators who cry
for peace and then- burn build-
ings and close colleges?
Desire and Reality
The desire for universal peace
is not something new that was
(Lemmings on rage Six)
GLEANERS CLASS
Members of the Gleaning Sun-
day School Clam of the First
United Methodist Church will
meet for a potluck aupper at
the social hall on Wednesday.
lireer
20 etta I3.39.4s.aae„ . -Meat,
finct will be furn-
ished. Everyone that has, ever
been a men ber of the claw and
all prospective am
urged to attend
SURVIVOR BACK IN ZOO More, surviving white tiger cub
froni a litter of four born March S to the National Zoo's
famed whirr ttiger -teritest, has been returned to the zoo 1%
Washington after spending two months at the home of Zoo
Director Dr. Theodore Reed. The other three cubs were
 fred-Itriferdir itcricirntstfy uhan atehterwee wetter birth




By M. C. GARROTT
The growth rate of the
world's population today is of
such magnitude we are destroy-
ing ourselves through the de--
pletion of vital mineral resour-
ces and the pollution of our at-
mosphere and water supplies,
W. J. Pitman, an assistant pro-
fessor of biology at Murray
State University, told the Mur-
ray Rotary Club Thursday.
"If we are to survive, we
must reach an understanding
between the conservation o f
these resources and the num-berEof people they will support," ugene Hurn
he told the 91-member civic.
group.
The explosive growth of the Is Awardedworld's human population, con-
sidered by scientists as t h e
eilo_wshipmost significant earthly event F •of the past million years, wasdramatically brought home to
the Rotarians when Pitman
pointed out that:
—In 1850, the world's popula-
tion had reached 1.1 billion pee-
ple and had taken 200 years to
double.
In 1930, it had reached 2 bill.
ion people and doubled within
an 80-year span, yet
—By 1975, it is expected to
reach 4 billion people after
doubling again, and this time
within a period of only 43
years.
"This acceleration of increase
has come about so unobtrusive-
ly we have been virtually un-
aware of it," he said.
"Yet, if the present growth
rate continues, we will have 50
billion people on earth in about
Euessie W. Hum
Eugene W. Burn, associate
Professor of management in the
School of Business at Murray
State University, has been a.
warded a summer faculty fel-
lowship to do space research in
an engineering systems design
program.
He will join a 20-member
team appointed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration and the American Soc-
iety for Engineering Education
for the work at Old Dominion
University, Norfolk, Van in co-
operation with Langley
search Center, Hampton, Va.
Noting that the fellowships
are awarded on the basis of ex-
perience and education, are of
130 years." 
instruction, and potential fo
The population increase in contributing to the progr.
Philip Tibbs, dean of the School
nulls, he noted, "provided we
can 1ee them, will create 
of Business, said Hum's sel
blems which go beyond our 
p
Ion "is another indication of the
high quality of the Murray State
ability to Solve, for the esti- faculty."
mated increase in that area a- The research team, which will
lone between 1950 and the year consist of 10 engineers awl 10
2000 will be equal roughly to
the world's population 
today., non-engineers, will focus its at-
The world's scientists are 
tention on a preliminary design
gravely concerned about the fu-
sthdy for a complex space aye.
tern such as an unmanned plane-
eluding the abuse of the world's 
ture of mankind, he added, in- tary reConnaissance vehicle, a
natural resources and the in-
manned space craft, or an ap-
creasing polution of its atmos- 
plications satelllte system.




"The city of St. Louis, for 
conducted in co
example," he said, "dumps more 
NASA research centers'- -ilds
than 200,000 gallons and 400
tons of human waste materials
into the Mississippi River every
day, not to mention the untold
tons of industrial wastes it also
expelled.
"It is a sobering thought," he
went on, "to realize that when
a person in St. Louis takes a
drink of water, he or she is
drinking water wich already
has passed through at least six
people before it reached them."
St. Louis takes its water sup
ply from the Mississippi Rivet.
-Meserwegets--its-gepply
deep artesian well.
"When we consider our water
resources, most of the - runoff





"Although this is not a criti-
cal situation yet, the danger
signals are flashing. We could
have 30 more Million people
In this country before our wat-
er mods =add bwoma-
criticaL
"Should such a time come,
and it could, our young would
see a deterioration of their
standard of living before they
reach middle-age unless COa•
SeintiOn measures are taken
Immediately to preserve these
resources."
Pitman, a native of Mureay
and a member of the Murray
State faculty since 1961, offer-
ed no definite solutions for the
problems emphasized.
"I only wanted to make YOU
aware of them," he tedthe Ro-
tarians. "For the day is prier
away when you may be called
upon to vote on control pro-




Nine .persons were cited. 
by
the Murral Police Dep
artment
yesterday and last night. They
wire four for public drunken-
ass, three for going wrong 
way
on one way street, one for dis-
regarding a red light, and 
one
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ACCIDENT REPORT
An accumulative report ot
intersectional traffic acci-
dents far the current year









summer by Auburn University,'
Stanford University, Houston A two car collision was In-
University and Rice University. vestigated Friday at 4:40 p.m.
Much of the wort of the re- by the Murray Police Depart-
search group this summer will ment. No injurtei were report'
deal with the noise of transpor- ed.
tation interactions with society, Cars involved were a 1989
a subject that continues to re-
ceive increasing amounts of at-
tention as more sophisticated
systems are developed.
The immediate objective of
the program is described as two-
fold:
—To increase- the competence
Calloway Teachers Favor
Proposed New School Tax
Calloway County school teach-
ers favor the proposed building
plans for the county school sys-
tem by nearly 100 per cent, ac-
cording to Superintendent Bill
Miller. At a recent meeting the
principals of the county schools
indicated they were 100 per
cent in favor of the move.
Miller pointed out that the
teachers themselves will not
gain financially from the pro-
posed 13 cent tax. "This tax
will not be used for teacher sal-
sties" Miller continued.
The students will gain by be-
ing offered a more complete
school program, he said with a
full time speech and remedial
reading teacher being available.
These teachers must divide their
time between all of the county
:wheels st this time
There is no physical educa-
tion teacher on any basis now,
but with the new elementary
schools a good physical educa-
tion program will be instituted
with full time teachers, he con-
tinued.
Currently all of the county
elementary schools have inade-
quate facilities for teaching
such subjects as science. This
will be corrected with the new
schools.
At a second meeting of in-
terested citizens recently at Cal-
loway County High School, good
interest was shown inathe plan.
The general concensus was that
something must be done and
that the 13 cent tax is the
cheapest way out of the situat-
ion.
Miller said that at this time
the school facilities can be built
at a cost of one to two dollars
a month for the i.verage person.
'This one to two dollar figure,
per month, should be stressed,"
Allier continued. "This tax does
not represent much of an in-
!MI5e for any one family".
He pointed out that many
people will be affected by the
reduction in the watershed tax
in the county. The East Fork
Watershed tax will be reduced
from 8.9 cents per $100 to one
cent per $100 assessed valua-
tion. Tlie West Fork Watershed
tax wig reduced from 9.6 cents
per $100 to 3 cents per $100.
"The combined watershed areas
affects about fifty per cent of
Calloway County", Miller point-
edIteewtas. suggested at this meet-
ing that the "over all taxes of
the families living in the water-
shed areas would probably be
Volkswagen owned by Philip 
raised less than one dollar a
A. Hamra and driven by 
phinin. month with the passage of the
In-
U. Hamra of 1203 Peggy- 
—Ann"c.'hool tax. A small amount i .
Drive, Murray, and a 1966  
tioueed.n. for their children's educe-
.Am-
bassador four door owned by It was also pointed out, at this
Gary Reibsane, Springer Hall meeting. that any fami
ly not re.
Dormitory, Murray State Uni- cawing a roma rae
vaiaa.
and to develop 
versity and driven by Kenneth
concepts wait" Route Three, Hickman.
enable -41m- rag--ath-lev-sfere
rganize interdisciplinary en--- traveling east on -'thestput
gineering systems design pro-
grams and courses at their home
institutions.
—To establish and further
communications and collabora-
tion between engineering and
other disciplines.
Tibbs said the selection of
Murray State faculty for such
programs will insure that "as
curened.ua- ai---the -univer-
sity continues to develop and
expand, the development will
be in keeping with the needs of
a modern generation of students
who are preparing to face a
changing and extremely com-
plex environment."
Hum earned the B.B.A.
gree at the University of Texas
and the M.B.A. degree at Tu-
Two Car Collision Is
Investigated Fnday
Street when Hamra had to stop
for the traffic in front of him.
Hipp hit the Hamra car in the
rear end while it was stopped,
according to the police report.
Damage to the Hamra car was
on the rear end, but no damage
was reported to the Hipp car.
KAMER REPORT
UsEled Press Isammatlanal
West Kentucky: Some domi-
no= through tonight. Raid to
day ending this afternoon. Cool-
er. through tonieht and mild
Sunday. -
lane. Sunset today 7:49, sunrise
He and his wife plan to leave eunday, 5:47, sunset Sunday
Murray about June 4 and will 7:30, sunrise Monday, 5:47.
return after Sept. 1.
Kirksey PTA Will Meet
At School On Tuesday
The Kirksey Elementary
School Parent-Tetcher Associa-
tion will meet at the school on
Tuesday, May le, at 1:30 p.m.
New officers will be installed
for the coming year. Also to
be honored at the meeting will
be the past presidents and the
new mothers for the 1970-71
school year.
Entertainment will be by the
first grade rooms, • Mrs. Lillie
Farris and 1Wrs. Laura Jennings,
teachert.
Hostesses for the social' hour
will'be the members of the- ea-
feliffire • Min:- —
ZETA MEETINsi
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club has
changed its patio supper from
May 21 to Wednesday, May 27,
at 6:30 p.m. at,the club house
Members note change in date.vf.
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The Grand Canyon, More
tban a mile below its rim at its
deepest point and ranging . in
width from four to 18 miles, ex-
tends about 280 miles from
Marble Gorge in ,Tiorthern Ari-
stide:to the Gond W911,Xj114.
near the Nevada border. ,
Lion letter, would,
pey jos _taxes next, ye_
families, on thir`blifies,-"celuld
vote yes, and not pay any more
taxes next year, than this year
This means that they could have
better facilities for their chil-
dren, at no additional cost to
them. Mr. Miller told the group,
"communication is needed to
Inform the people of how little
It would actually cost them to
vote "yea," on May 26.
The group agreed,
chances for approval of the pro-
posed building plans, were high-
ly favorable. The people of Cal-
loway County now know that a
severe problem exists. "The pro-
blem can be solved if each tam-
TOPICS ANNOUNCID
sly will join together and pay
from one to two dollars a
month, for the program," Mr.
Miller said. He went on to say,
"with the reduction of the wat-
ershed tax, and the lowering of
taxes on some County property,
the chances for a big majority
vote, was more than a dream."
Mr. Miller stressed, to the
group, "if they wanted a good
school system, they should take
pains in explaining that the
cost, per family, would be very
little."
Only Calloway County voters
will vote on the proposed 13




Unit In This Area
An information - organization
meeting for ell interested boat-
ers of the Kentucky Lake-Lake
Barkley area will be held on
Tuesday, May 26, it the Ken-
.ake Hotel, Kenlake State Park.
"'This meeting Is the first
step in the formation of a Coast
Guard Auxiliary unit in the
Land Between the Lakes area,"
R. E. Knorr, U. Commander,
U.S. Coast Guard said.
"The U.S. Coast Guard Auxi-
liary is a nation-wide organi-
zation sponsored by the Coast
Guard and made up of volun-
teer men and women civilian
boaters dedicated to promotion
of Boating Safety. The four
main programs of the organiza-
tion are Operations which be
elude Search and Rescue and
Safety Regatta Patrols, Public
Education, Courtesy Examina-





Murray atate scored three
runs in the third inning and
Dame back wAh two matching
runs in the seventh ee defeat
Tennessee Tech 3-3 Friday night
to take the Ohio Valley Confer-
ence boisoball championship.
Murray State won the opener
al the thrergatne playcifi Fri-
day afternoon 6-3, with the
nightcap win clinching the
championship.
The winning pitcher A the
nightcap was Mick Holland who
came A for Jim Weever in the
fourth inning. Taking the Wee
tor 'Tech was Jim Bishop.
Tech opened the scoring with
tine ..run in the ha* jAmisig. _
In the opener, Bob
hit a two-ern homer to hilp "
Murray score five runs in the
first inning and esbablieh a lead
Tech just muldn't overcome.
David Porter went the full
seven innings for the win in
the emener..Danny Huta= took
the loss for Tech after reliev-
ing Morris Irby in the fest
inning but Huffins redeemed
himself by smashing a two-run
hornet In WIIflh inning.
Murray scored its final run
in the sixth inning and Tech's
final run mime in the top of
the seventh.
Officers Installed By
, Hazel Woman's Club
"T he Church—Fellowship for'
Worship and Service" will be
the subject of the pennon topic
by Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
for the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m.
services on Sundar/ et the Firs,
United Methodist Clench. The
topic for the 7:30 Sunday even-
ing worship hour will be "Ma-
ture".
ORPHANS 140MII
The Potter Orphans Home
truck will be in the Murray
ern during the week of May
23. Items requested ace beets,
pickles, chicken-noodle or veg
eteble beef soup, acTrding to
the Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ bulletin.
FREE PUPPY
Puppy, four months old, black
apd white, seeds a .1100d bonus. 
Phone7534130 fa further in-
formation.
The Hazel Woman's Club held
its installation of new officers
at the' meeting held Thursday,
May 14, at seven p.m. at the
new city hall building.
Mrs. David Gowans, past pre-
sident of the Murray Woman's
Club, installed the officers who
are as follows:
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, presi-
dent; Mrs. Gerald Ray, first
vice-president; Mrs. Tommy
Story, second vice-president;
Mrs. Charles Knott, orrespond-
ing secretary; Mrs. Edward Rus-
sell, recording secretary; Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson, treasurer.
Punch and cake was served
to the seven members and two
guests, Mrs. Gowans and Mrs.
Walter Thompson.
TENAATO PLANTS
Joel Crawford of Lynn Grove
has one thouaand-tomato plants'
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An Act Of Courage
A husky football star who stood alone
between the United States Flag and 150 campus
demonstrators -for three hours should receive
citations for courage and bravery.
Bill Pierson, a senior marketing student at
San Diego State College, spotted militants
lowering the campus flag to half mast in support
of their stand. The 6-foot, 250-pound ex-sailor
raised it back to the top and stood his ground
while being threatened with fire hoses and
chemical sprays. "A fought for that flag and I am
going to college because of What it stands for,"
Pierson said.
Pierson's action is commendable and is in
line with what has always =been the attitude of
red-blooded American young men who love their
country and their flag.
This is the kind of patriotism and moral and
physical courage that is needed to counteract
activities of the Communist-inspired militants
who desecrate the flag at every opportunity.
Here was one young man who recognized
and witenessed to the fact that he was born under
the flag of a contry which offers freedom and
opportunity; freedom to choose the college he
would attend and opporutnity to learn. The
founders of this country died that we might enjoy
these and other freedoms. Let us not give them
Wilts) a hard-core minority of Kunstlers and other
splinted fanatics. "
It is time for the vast but silent majority of
patriotic American citizens to speak up for
America, just as our young friend did at San
Diego State.
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY SATURDAY—MAY 16. 197() 
TV CAMEOS: Juliet Mills
Family a Help? Juliet Says Fifty-Fift)
lay MEL HE1MER
POSSIBLY but not totally
excepting the Redgraves, John,
Juliet, Hayley, Jonathan and
playwright-novelist Mary Bell
Mills make up the most cele-
brated theatrical family of them
all. John is world famous and
has a medal from Queen Eliz-
abeth II. Hayley, who leaped
to fame as a precocious ado-
lescent in "Tiger Bay," is a
Film Star. So where does that
leave Juliet, who as the fey
"Figalilly" in ABC-TV's "Nan-
ny and the Professor" is seen
regularly by many millions
more than have ever watched
John's and Hayley's films?
• • •
"IT HELPS and hurts, coming
from this kind of family," the
charming blonde Miss Mills said
after pondering the stock ques-
tion. "It opens doors, of course.
If I wern't John Mills' daughter,
I'd have only seen secretaries
when I was getting started.
"But I think it may have
cost me some rotes, too. People
would think about offering me
a part and then, I suspect, re-
flect that 'Heavens, she's a
Mills, she wouldn't take a role
this small." Juliet smiled.
"And, too, it can'—he a little
damaging to the ego. I guess
all actors like to think that
now and then they do something
rather well—but when I feel
that: I find that people don't
seem surprised. I think their
attitude is 'Well, of course. She's
John's daughter, isn't she? She
SHOULD be good.'
"So, I guess in the long run,
it all evens out."
• • •
"N A N N is an almost
abrupt departure for Miss Mills
from her earlier acting life.
While her father and younger
sister turned to pictures, her
background is nearly all on the
legitimate, as they whimsically
say, stage. Sir John Gielgud
cast her in "Five Finger Ex-
ercise" in London when she was
16 (she did it on Broadway for
nine months, too) and she's also
done "She Stoops to Conquer,"
"Lady Windermere's Fan," "Pe-
ter Pan" and, with the Royal
Shakespeare Company, "A Mid-
summer Night's Dream."
Juliet Mills is one of the reasons "Nanny and the Professor"
has gone up in the ratings and has been signed for another
season on ABC. Come autumn, Juliet's famous dad John
will be? seen doing a camee role on one of the shows.
and some TV both here and in Nanny and advised her to do it
England," Juliet said, "but and now. Juliet said, the whole
never a television series. You family watches her weekly on
know, they tested a hundred the telly. (It's on in England
girls in America and fifty or now, which delights her), hi-
so in England for 'Nanny' and deed, he's coming over in Sep-
actually we did a first pilot tember to do a cameo role in
that never sold. "I put it out the series as "Uncle Bert from
of my mind then and was doing- Battersea Park," and her moth-
'stoops to Conquer' in Lonon er has written a couple of
When David Gerber, the pro- scripts for "Nanny." "Mother's
ducer, phoned me, said they had a firm believer in leprechauns
re-cast the whole thing except and fairies, as I suppose she
for me and were going to do a would be, being Irish, Juliet
second pilot. I said I couldn't added with a grin.
get out of the play—but he • * •
'bought me out' for three weeks, SHE LOVES her present role
I went to Hollywood, we did but will genuinely be in seventh
the pilot again, and it sold, heaven come September, when
Four days later, I packed up, she acts with her father. "I
took my son Sean and my two never have, you know," she. said
Siamese cats, and went to Cali- wistfully, "although Hayley has
fornia to live. Just recently I twice. We all give each other
went back and sold my apart- 'constructive criticism.' That
ment; you see, I have to be out means we don't say 'Gee, you
of England at least a year or were terrible' until at least the
I'll be taxed in two countries." second day after a perform.
"Oh, I'd done a few pictures Her father liked the role of anee."
Distri!uted by Kier Features Syndicate
Rubinstein
was TV hit
NEW YORK (UPI) — Artur
Rubinstein thought his first
American television special was a
bit of a bomb.
The renowned pianist, who
was on a European concert tour
at the time of the telecast last
September, didn't get much of a
feedback except for expected
ietteri from friends.
"It wasn't until later that I
learned that the program was
well received," Rubinstein said.
"And when I finally returned to
the United States, I learned it
was well received indeed."
The -network, NBC, reported
it received an unusually high
number_ of letters and calls
praising the show while the
sponsor, Borg-Warner, also
received hundreds of letters.
Japanese Farmers Are Having
A Hard Time Finding Spouses
By MASAKO SUZUKI
London Financial Times UPI
TOKYO— Farmers' sons h
Japan are finding it more and
more difficult to find girls
willing to marry them.
Even marriage brokers, with
Incentive payments to spur
them into finding brides for
farmers' sons, are having little
success. In the farming areas
of the country the numbers of
bachelor farmers and ol
spinsters are rising. The men
tend to look hopefully at the
marriage brokers. The girls are
less patient.
The number of girl runaways
from farms to seek a salaried
The State Board of Education approved the petition of a large
number of Murray citizens who live west of Sixteenth Street to be
annexed be the City School district,
Deaths reported included Mrs. Edna Beach, age 71, Jim H.
Jones, age 70, and Elmus C. Fain,
Births reported include a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Haroo
West of Murray and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. A. 13, Crass of Galves-
ton, Texas.
Miss Cecelia. Wallace, daughter of Dr. and Mrs, A. D. Wallace,
placed third in the advance of 14 year olds in the baton twirling
contest held at the Cotton Carnival in Memphis, Tenn.
20 Yedrs Ago TodayLEDGER A TIMES FILE ..
Bill Bailey, age 76, of Hazel died today at his home in Hazel.
Mary 'Frances Williams is the new president at-the Tri-M-Y
Club at Murray High School. Other officers are An Perry,
Sue Parker, and Zetta Yates.
A sell out crowd is expected at the second annual North-South
Cage_ classic, according to Preston Ordway who Is in charge
, of ticket sales.
Mr. and Mrs. Harding Galloway announce the marriage of their
daughter, Hilda, to Donnie Darnell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Darnell of Farmington Route One,
30 YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER A TIMES PILE
.„Deaths reported are Mrs. J. H. Utterback, age 77, Mrs. De-
wrothie Parlee Calboon, age 81, Mrs. Sudie Ragsdale, Leo 0.
Brown, and W. D. Martin, age 79.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert E. Beddoe, missionaries to China, sailed
from San Francisco on May 15 on their return to China,
W. Z. Carter has been elected to head the ( alloway County Red
Cross Drive. The quota is $600.00.
Mr, and Mrs. Dewey Turnbow are the parents of a son, Charles
Thomas, born May 14.
. Bible Thought for Today
Aid also, that every man shall eat and drink, and enjoy the good
of altiiis tabour, it is ihe'gilt- ef-Goct„— 
Ecclesiastes 3:13, _ _
Imre your wort, enjoy-it, and be glad. that God has chosen you
Mr MIK narticular iob.
Down the
arden Path
By MRS. W.,P. WILLIAMS
Many of the characteristic
flowers of spring reach their
glory in May, in fact some of
them are already past their
prime. For those that come on in
June are called summer
blossoms. Any shrub or plant
may be set out now and the recent
rains have helped firm the
ground around them and will give
them a good start.
Someone has said that the
rewards of earlier planting and
planning become apparent now
Mir that all the Mistakes, also
show up very clearly.
Have you started your
notebook for the yettelter
the best help for future planting
seasons and makes an interesting
record of what you have done.
I always plan to do more than I
actually accomplish, but at least
a note book is a reminder for
another year and gradually
through the seasons, I have
planted many treasured flowering
trees and even small fruits.
The early spireas __can
pruned now and before the end of
the month all of them will need it.
The wegelias will be ready for
their pruning by June 1st also. So
much of the bloom comes on the
new growth, 34:) as soon as any
shrub has finished the flowering,
that is that time to cut it back. All
dead blooms should be removed
and it is a good time to shape up
an ungainly bush. Many of mine
lave winter damage to several
branches and it isn't too late to
trim them up.
Cuttings from Hydrangeas
my be rooted now and will make
blooming size plants by next
spring. It is so easy to do this that
it is well worth while.
It is time also to bring out the
poinsettia plantathat have gotten
try since they bloomed. They car
be repotted in good soil and cut
beck to about six inches. I sink
mine, pot and all in the flower bed
and let it stay there through the
summer and bring it in well
before the first frost. It will begin
sprouting and will be ready to
bloom for . another holiday
season.
I ran across an inte
article some time ago, describing




plants to 60-foot trees. Yet they
are the same rhododendron. They
belong to the same family but
have individual characteristics. I
resting
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, May 16th,
the 136th day of 1970 with 229 to
accept nature as it is 'and enjoy
The moon is between its first all its fascinating facets and the
quarter and full phase, beauty of each blossom And leaf
,...allee-alornhar stars are Sat/Ave-our world is Indeed a blessed
and Mercury. "We also will register Amen,.  SThe evening stars are Venus, place in which to live.
Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1866 the Treasury Depart-
ment was authorized to manu-
facture and place in circulation
the first U.S., five cent .piece,
called "the nickel," •
la 1929 the first oscar awards
cue:sautes_ .sittre 11014.—A
the winners were actress Janet
Gaynor, for her role In
"Seventh Heaven" and actor
Emil Jennings, who starred in
"The Way of All Flesh."
In 1962 U.S. forces arrived in
,Thailand to bolster the Asian
nation against the spread of
fighting in neighboring Laos.
In 1968 the Defense DePart-
ment announced 562 Americans
had been killed in Vietnam
during the week of May 11th,
the highest weekly toll up to
that time.
---
A thought for the day.
Roman Poet Virgil said, "Yield
not to misfortunes but press
forward boldly in their face,"
thought as I read it, how like a
family they are each member
related but each having in-
dividual traits and looks.
It would indeed take an exile
to know, not only the family of
each flower but its special type
Sometimes sister seedlings may
belong to the same species and
yet be so different as to be hardly
recognizable.
Girl-Watching Season Is
Near At Checkpoint Charlie
can tourists u they wish but
they don't have to register."
The Americus have a white
shack in the middle of the road
at Friedrich Strasse with a sign
on the roof reading, "Allied
Checkpoint."
Just behind it is mother
shack without a sign shared by
the British and French.
"Once in a while we stop an
East Bloc diplomatic vehicle
entering West Berlin to check
Its occupants," Schroeder said.
"We observe Russians coming
in and out but I've been here
since August and I've never
seen a Russian vehicle
stopped."
The Americans run the
checkpoint because the East
Germans' Friedrich Strasse
crossing point for foreigners is
on the border of the American
Sector.
There are other guarded
crossing points through the wall
for West Germans and the rare
West Berliner with an emergen-
cy pa-cs. BM foreigners must go
through Friedrich Strasse.
Charlie registers Americans
entering East Berlin so that
they can be looked for if they
do not return around the time
they said they would.
man to marry—Japanese girls
yearn for salaried workers— is
increasing. Some are caught by
special squads of police at
major stations and returned
home; others fall into less
altruistic hands.
Establish Offices
Alarmed by this situation,
Japanese elders have este-
Wished marriage consultant
offices to solve the problem and
"keep everyone happy and
prosperous."
Sadao Sato is one of the
leaders in this field. A retired
farmer, be has taken on the
burden of trying to keep the
younger generation from de-
serting farms for the city. He is
one of the 20 marriage
consultants known as "tengasa-
ma," or honorable go-between.
Sato and other consultants in.
1968 were able to arrange and
act as "go-betweens" for 28
farm marriages. But last year
they were unable to clinch a
single marriage proposal. No
one was interested in seeking
the advice of consultants.
So the consultants held a
convention to map out a "bride
hunt" strategy, They hit upon
the idea of "imonikai," or
potato picnic, a traditional
Japanese annual gathering of
marriageable young men and
Women,
Affair is Disappointment
The turnout was a treinen-
Jous success. The "tengasarna"
were delighted, But the affair
was a disappointment. No
marriage proposals m ater La-
lized, only three unofficial
pregnancies.
Why Is it that Japanese girls
are now so allergic to farmers':
The main reasons are The fact
that in farm families wives
have to work hard, sometimes
harder than the husbands; the
lack of regular holidays; and
the traditional proneness among
farmers to have big families.
Many Tokyo girls, likewise,
says a marriage consultation
bureau, "hate to marry into
farming families because they
are not allowed to control the
household finances as lone as
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The winner of the "record
the yea;" prize of the Natior,
Academy of Recording Art,,,,
Sciences will be revealed in h
annual "Grammy Awards Sh..-
on NBC May 7. The r
nominees, who will be fe,r
on the program, are thi
Lee, Henry Mancini and Rh,
Sweat and Tears.
Most flowers have their wild
counterpart. In fact a great many
of our fine shrubs and perennials
have been developed from the
wild stage. Some of the present
groups within a species have
come about by a sprout of a plant
that has propagated itself and the
seedlings follow the parent plan
in color and shape.
Plant life is an interesting
study and one that leads into a
maze of avenues of exploration
Most of us, like myself, can only



























By JOSEPH B. FLEMING
BERLIN (UPI)— Soon it will
be girl-watching season at
Checkpoint Charlie in this
divided city. It's hard to recall
that American and Russian
tanks confronted each other
there nine years ago.
The tourists will be flocking
to the East-West Berlin border
to see the Berlin Wall and bear
stories of dramatic escapes and
refugees gunned down by East
German soldiers.
But they'll have to wait a
king time to see an incident or
hear a shot, A Russian at the
wall will be even rarer.
Spec. 4 Robert Damico, 28, of
New York City, can remember
when a refugee was shot as he
tried to climb the wall near
Charlie but he has been on duty
there the relatively long time of
14 months.
Spec. 4 Robert Spezia, 20, of
Rochester, Mich., has seen no
Incidents in his seven months
there,
"It's the best seven months
I've had in the army," the tall,
husky soldier said.
Why?
"The girls" he said, pointing
to a group of tourists posing at
a sign reading "You Are
Leaving the American Sector."
"It's not too much now but
soon It will be the tourist
season and the girls will be
flocking in," he said.
Except for the girls it's a dull
life at Charlie.
"Anyone would be a fool to
try to escape here" said Lt
Larry Schroeder of Hamburg,
N.Y. "Years ago, yes. But the
wall has been so reinforced that
it's virtually impossible to get
through safely."
Since the days the American
and RUSS1.311 tanks faced each
other across the dividing line at
Charlie soon after the wall was
built on Aug. 13,1961, the name
Checkpoint Charlie has had a
iramatic ring to it.
But in reality duty at Charlie
is unexciting.
"Our basic mission is to
register American servicemen,
their dependents and American
civilians who work for the U.S.
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Tennessee Tech Grid Field
To Be Covered With Poly Turf
COOKEVILLE, Tem.-Install-
ation of Poly-Turf on Tennessee
Tech'$ football field and Uni-Turf
on the track encircling it will be-
gin in July, Tech President Ever-
ett Derryberry anoounced today.
Total cost for both artificial
surfaces on Tech's ftve-year-old
Overall Field is $345,000. Put-
nam County will pay $245,000
of that amount for use of the
field by the county's Senior and
Junior High Schools. Tennessee
Tech will pay the remaining
$100,000.
Installation of the turfs is ex-
pected to be completed by Sept. 1,
In time for Tennessee Tech's
first home football game with
Murray State on Sept, 26.
The surface inside the track
to be covered by Poly-TuritotaLs
103,800 square feet, which is
10,000 square feet larger than the
turf area covered in the Orange
Bowl, Derryberry said.
The Poly-Turf for Tech's foot-
ball field will be green and will
extend beyond both end zones
fs 
providing additional all-weather
space for physical education and
intra-murals. Uni-Turf covering
the eIght-lane track will be gold,
one of Tech's official colors.
Tech Athletic Director Hooper
Eblen said base production for
Installation of the turfs will be-
gin in June.
The State Board of Education
gave the green light on March
13 for Tennessee Tech to liege-
!lege a contract with Putnam
County for purchase of the turf.
County magistrates three days
later gave their approval. Final
approval by state authorities
came today.
Poly-Turf and Uni-Turf, pro-
ducts of the American Blltrite
Co., Inc., have already been in-
stalled at several universities in
the nation. In addition to the Oran-
ge Bowl, Wichita State, Idaho Sta-
te and University of Rochester
have Poly-Tuf on their football
fields.. Uni-Turf has been in-
stalled at more than 430 indoor
and Outdoor locations for gym-





got to be lidding.
The ballot for the National
League all-star team does not
contain the name of Atlanta
Braves outfielder Rico Carty-
who just happens to be the
leading batter in the majors.
Rico is used to this type of
snub by now. After all, didn't
he hit .330 his first year in the
majors (1964) and lose the
Rookie Award to Richie Allen?
And, didn't he come back after
a year in a tuberculosis sani-
tarium and hit .342 only to lose
the Comeback Award to Tom-
mie Agee?
But, still, at the moment the
ballot was made public, Carty,
one of the top hitters in the
game over the past half dozen
seasons, was on a 28-game hit-
ting streak and nobody else in
the majors, with at least 50 at
bats, was within 25 points of his
421 average.
"Why should I be surprised,"
Carty told a newsman in Chi-
cago, where the Braves are
playing at the moment, "What
can I do? People who pick those
people and didn't pick me are
more stupid than me. So why
should I worry about that?"
The Braves' front office ap-
pears more upset than Carty.
To add to their concern is the
rapidly approaching possibility
that this year's All-Star Game
(July 14) will be played in At-
lanta since it now appears that
Cincinnati won't be able to get
its new stadium ready in time.
"We're going to do all we can
to get the fans to write in
Rico's name on the ballot," a
spokesman said. "But, we don't
have any idea how well get
this idea across to fans in other
parts of the country.
"We can only hope that folks
elsewhere will realize that the
top hitter in the league has
been omitted-and that they
do something about it."
picked oy this year's National
League manager, Gil Hodges of
the Mets, as a reserve.
"If Rico doesn't get the votes
and Atlanta gets the game, it's
a pretty good bet that Hodges
will do just that.
After all, he's go A to come out
of that dugout sometime and if
Carty isn't in there with
Atlanta Stadium might not be
a very pleasant place for him
to be.
SHRINE GAME
OAKLAND (UPI)- The an-
nual East-WVEST Shrine football
game will be played in the
Oakland Coliseum Jan. 2, 1971.
The game Is being moved from
Candlestick Park in San Fran-






Women's Tau& Team was nudg-
ed by Stephens College in both
the semi-finals singles and doub-
les matches of the Missouri Va-
lley Tournament at Columbia,
Mo., last weekend.
Eighteen universities were en-
tered in the tournament according
to Marjorie Potter, faculty coach
and associate professor in wom-
en's physical education.
Kathy Rowlett of Murray, play-
ing number one position for SIU
won her first four matches again-
st Iowa State University; Univer-
sity of Kansas, Southwestern Ka-
nsas University and Missouri
University; but lost in a three-
setter to seeded Betty Smith by
scores of 6-1, 5-7, 6-3.
Judy Auld of Carbondale, in
number two position for Sit,
was defeated in the third round
by first seeded player Nancy
Osborne of the University of
Oklahoma.
Both Mrs. Auld and Miss Row-
lett teamed in the doubles to
defeat Southwest Missouri State,
University of Kansas and Prin-
ciple College allowing the oppon-
ents only two games in each set
before the semi-finals match with
Stephens. In the first set with Ste-
phens, Rowlett and Auld took a
3-1 lead, Smith and Reed of Ste-
phens went on to defeat SIU by
scores of 6-4 and 7-5.
The Women's Tennis Team
will travel to Indiana Univer-
sity to play in a six school meet
next weekend. The meet will be
run as a round - robin allowing
each ranked player to play against
all other similiarly ranked play-
ers,
Players who will travel to
Indiana State include
Illinois - Carbondale - Judy
Auld (Roxanne Trailer Ct. No.
35), Chicago - Kathy Kinney,
(148W. 117th), Sullivan - Marsha
Schuh (R.R. 4).
Kentucky - Murray - Kathy
Rowlett (P.O. Box 85).
Missouri - Sue Hussong (15805
Old Jamestown), St. Louis -
Shelley Kennedy (1251 LaClede
Station Rd.).
But the spokesman admits
that Carty's chances are "slim,
very slim." As he sees it, most
fans will simply take names oft
the proposed list and, except for
here in Atlanta where Rico is a
big sports hero at the moment,
the fans probably won't even
think of Carty when they go
down that list.
"It's a real shame," the
Braves spokesman said. "The
List was made up more than r
month ago and contains some
people who haven't even played
(like injured Mike Shannon ol
the Cardinals). With the hitting
Rico's done in the past, they
should have included him even
then,"
The 29-year-old Carty has
never been chosen for the AU.
Star team although he hit wader
.310 only in 1967 when he had a
bum shoulder and probably was
already suffering from TB. The
Dominican strongboy came into
this season with a .311 career
average- fourth best among all
active players.
"Everybody knows that the
Comeback of the Year player
hem to be me," said Carty who
didn't come close in the '69 bal-
loting. "When you spend 165
days in the hospital and come
back and hit over .340 and still
don't get it, all I do is just
laugh.
"Nothing's going to surprise
me," Carty continued. "It's as
honor to play in the AU -Star
game. But, after it's ever, what
do you get? I'll buy we a ring
somewhere and forget it."





KANSAS CITY (UP1)- The
tiouse lights in the Capri
Theater here came back on
again following a special
premiere Tuesday night, a
premier of a film called "Super
Bowl" showing the Kansas City
Chiefs demolishing the Minneso-
ta Vikings, 23-7, for the
professional football champion.
ship at New Orleans last
January, and the new star born
during the performance sat
there in his seat blushing a
little.
For the first time in Super
Bowl history the coach of a
competing team allowed himself
to be wired for sound.
There's one shot for example
where Mike Garrett makes
"lame good yardage against the
Vikings and Karl Kassu/ke,
Minnesota's tight-ialie,iiiren
ftoudering somewhat. The
camera pans to Strain on the
sidelines gleefully shouting to
his players: •
"K assulke was running
around there like it was a
Chinese fire drill."
Audience Eats It Up
The audience in the Capri
Theater ate that one up.
flank Sham realry efieles Tn
"Super Bowl" and among those
who laughed their heads off in
the audience watching him
Tuesday night were many of
his players like Buck: • I
im Tyrer, ssl Burge, otis
Taylor, Johnny Robineon, Jan
tenerud and Willie Lanier, to
name only a few. Strarn's wile,
Phyllis, also was in the
audience and she enjoyed the
er for mance as much as
anyone.
The film is unusually good,
even for the Sabot family whose
work invariably is superior to
much of the stuff Hollywood
puts out. Steve Sabot is the
director and producer of "Super
Bowl" sponsored by American
Express and to be seed oa CBS-
TV on May 24 while Ed Sabot,
Steve's father, is executive
producer.
Ed Sabol went to him two
days before the Super Bowl
game and if you remember,
Hank Strain had a few things
on his mind at the time, like
the Len Dawson crisis among
other things.
e Never Done Before
-sallachs-I-wanna eoinething
that has never Seen done
before," Sabot said.
"I want to put a concealed
microphone, the size of your
thumb, under your shirt and a
transmitter, the size of a
package of cigarettes, in your
pocket," Sabot said, "and you
have to understand that we will
record everything you say
the gams."
Sabot, -who is president of
NFL Films, didn't think Straw
would go for the idea. Straw
fooled him. He did. And that's
what It's all about.
PIPE
DOPE
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High School Principal Says
Little League Puts Too Much
Pressure and Tension On Kids
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI)- When a
little league game heats uP,
mothers scream, fathers grow
purple, the family dog strains
at his leash and yelps.
Little brothers of the stars,
confined to the spectator
section, cry they "warm play,
too."
And down on the field, sweaty
In their suits, the pint-sized
players give it all they have-
lest the family be ashamed of
their performance.
This great American outdoor
game, baseball, is open to tykes
on an organized basis when
atey reach .ihe great big age of
seven. That's the magic age for
eligibility for a little, league
farm team.
While the kids are tag
swipes at the ball with their
bats and the normally serene
parents toss temper tantrums
over the umpire, psychologists
would like to call little league
out.
Donald F. Schwertley, assi-
stant principal of Thomas
Jefferson High School, Council
Bluffs, Iowa, makes that point
in a report in today's education
journal of the National Educa-
tion Association.
He agrees with psychologists
who say little league creates
too much pressure and tension
for participating youngsters.
Jay Criticized Program
"F or mer Major League
Pitcher Joey Jay, the first little
eague graduate to reach the
major leagues, says he feels
e program is too ambitious,
ith far to much parental
activity and supervision,"
chwertley said.
What Jay said about little
eague goes like this:
"I am certainly not in
pathy with the little league
rogram the way it has
eveloped. Perhaps it was not
ended to be this way but it is
not serving the purposes it
aims to be and I don't think it
is helping baseball."
Jay Is particularly critical of
e parents' role in the
ogram-
"Others agree," Schwertley
aid. "It is frightening to watch
normally serene parent
ansformed into a raging wild
an while watching his 10 year
Id son compete in a little
eague game.
"The amazing thing is that
Is same parent seems to be a
olesome, if somewhat vocal
when cheering his 16 year




"What causes this transfor-
ation. The answer seems to
In the organtearbea, supervi-
ten and purpose of the '-little
league program. While educa-
tors question organized inter-
school competition below the
seventh grade the little league
progarn has farm teams for
the first grader.
Students First
And even though school
coaches and physical education
instructors are often overly
ambitious with their programs,
they are educators first and
coaches second. Also, their
programs are under the watch-
ful eye of professional supervi-
sors. .who are careful to see
that intra,-school athletics re.
main a part of the total
education program.
"Consequently, while children
a school athletic program
ay not seem aware of it, they
e usually conscious of the
t that they are students first
athletes second."
Schwertley suggests that little
eague organizers examine the
results of the program in the
light of the expressed purpose.
"They need only to observe
the actions of the spectator
parent to realize that little
league activities are not deve-
loping healthy values," he said.
In a report on • "Desirable
Athletic Competition for Child-
ren of Elementary School Age,"
the American Academy of
Pediatrics and other groups
said:
"Examples of appropriate
sports for children of elementa-
ry school age are archery,
boating, bowling, golf, ck2ttlig.
swimming, tennis and track."
Notice?




Outfielder Oscar Gamble will
join the Philadelphia Phlllles
for tonight's game against the
New York Mets after being
recalled from Eugene, Ore, of
the Pacific Coast League.
Gamble has one homer, eight
RBI' and a .294 average in 24
games with Eugene.
Henry Fonda has signed to
star in a new half-hour series
that ABC will use in the 1971-72
season. "Nog Smith Family" is
the title, aTid Fonda will play a
plainclothes detective , with a
wife and three children ranging
from seven years of age to 17.
FINNS HOLD 1-2
LEAD IN RALLY
LOS ANDRES, Chile (UPI).-
Finns Hannu lkikkola and Tim
Makinen held on to their 1-
lead in the London to Mexi
City World Cup Auto Rail
today after successfully coin
pleting the first high altitud
specially timed section in th
rugged -Andes. oi
But the ' 200-mile Chilean
prime had to be shorten
Thursday to 120 miles becaus
heavy snow still blocked a vi
pass, and Bally Mirror organi
ers said crews faced the the
of landslides as they sped on
into Argentina.
Makinea and co-driver Gil
bert Staepelaere of Belgium
managed to pick up six minut
on leading Ford teammat
Mikkola and Swede Gunnar
Palm, but were still 14 minutes
behind an overall penalty
times.
Frenchmen Guy Verrier and
Francis Maurac barely man-
to hold on to third place ID
their Citroen. According to
provisional results, fourth-
placed Britons Brian Culchetb
and Johnstone Syer closed to
within a minute of the French
pair, picking up nine minutes
on the narrow, twisty prime.
The results showed the
overall standings remained the
same with Rauno Aaltonen of
Finland and Henry Liddon of
Britain still fifth in another
Ford and English soccer star
Jimmy Greaves sixth with
Tony Fall also in a Ford.
Psychologist Suggests That
Fishermen Use Colored Lures
By HENRY SAVAGE
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (UPI)--
A psychologist from Brown
University has a suggestion for
fishermen: Use colored lures.
"Fish can discriminate co-
lors," said Dr. Dean C. Yager,
an assistant professor at the
Ivy League school, "though I'm
not certain if they are attracted
to any certain color."
Yager said in an interview he
has been using fish in his
studies of color vision because
fish and humans have similar
-
CAUGHT IN DIVE Wearing
diving gear, Rep. 'Richard
Max) McCarthy, D-N.Y.,
makes a dive in the Hudson
River. at New York to dra-
matize just how polluted the
water is. He is a member of
the House subcommittee
dealing with water pollution
control and is campaigning
for re-election.
retinal structures.
Yager has trained goldfish to
strike a target with their noses
only when the target contains a
noticeable amount of colored
LighL He has found the fish
continue to strike the target
even when the colors are dim
or very pale,
Have Trichromatic Vision
Psychologists say this tenden-
cy indicates presence of normal
color vision- or what they call
trichromatic vision- which is
the mixing of the three primary
colors of red, green and blue to
obtain the full color spectrum
experienced by those with
normal vision.
Yagew's fish undergo a
training rtigimen that would
make any weight - conscious
woman wince.
"The fish are deprived of all
food for a week before they
start their Initial training," he
said, "then an automatic feeder
delivers up to 50 food pellets a
day into the tank at irregular
intervals for several days."
"Vibrations in the water and
a cue light announce the delivery
of each pellet and soon the fish
eat the pellets as they fall into
the tank," he added.
Fish Feed Themselves
Yager said the experimental
equipment was programmed so
a food pellet dropped into the
tank whenever a fish struck either
of two illuminated triggering de-
l/lees.
"Within a few hours," he said,
"the fish learned to peck atthese
devices - I call them keys - for
food rewards several times a
minute."
Later in the experiments, the
first two keys were inoperative
except when the fish hit a third
key in the rear of the tank.
When this key was struck, the
two stimulating keys became op-
erative and illumleates, and the
fish could again obtain a food
pellet by striking either one.
One Thing You'll Love About
Datsun Is Its Automatic Transmission
From Muncie, Indiana
Bobby Bonds % Is A Victim
Of The 'lay-A-Way Plan'
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer 
NEW YORK (UPI)- Bobby
Bondsis is in a funny spot.
He's a victim, you might say,
of the lay-away plan. Bonds
just turned 24 and really has
only one full season under his
belt with the San Francisco
Giants, but that doesn't matter
to a lot of people. They've
already laid away some
achievements for him.
The first thing they've Put
away for him for some day not
that far in the future is the
Giants' regular center field job.
Nobody actually has that job
right now.
Nominally Willie Mays is the
centerfielder. But besides being
Bobby Bonds' idol, Willie Mays
Is 39 and can't be expected to
play as many games as when
he was 29, so on days Willie
plays, Bonds plays right field
and on days Mays doesn't,
Bonds plays center.
The second thing people have
put away for Bobby Fonds is
Superstar status. And 'on the
basis of last year, when he had
90 RBIs, 32 homers and 45
stolen bases in 49 tries in his
first full season with the
; some- hair's-gone-
than that. They've
tabbed him a prospective Hall
of Famer, which is might fancy'
tabbing for a 24-year-old who
sgrritsajor leartie TROTT With
6 strikeouts last season.
The one thing Bonds won't
hold still for is anyone trying to
put Willie Mays away as "too
old."
"I honestly feel he can make
It five more years/' Bobby
Bonds says, sp more with
his heart than heislad because
in his heart Bobby Bonds wants
Willie Mays to play five more
years.
"People say no; I say yes.
He's got the perfect physique.
Not a bit of fat on him, and he
takes good care of himself.
They talk about his reactions
not being what they once were.
Well, what do they want? You
take a lotta younger ballplay-
ers. If they'd hit what Willie
Mays is hitting now (.277 and 6
homers) they'd consider it
respectable. But because he's
Willie Mays they expect him to
lilt 50 home rubs a year. Even
Babe Ruth fell off a little."
"Some day there's gonna be
another centerftelder for the
Giants but he's- hever gonna be
another Willie Mays," Bonds
says, "He's the greatest
ballplayer that ever put on a
an, • as& he's---the same





3 Reasons to go
Datsun Automatic
1 3-speed smoothness a 2-
speed can't match
2 Up to 25 miles per gallon
3 Delivers peak performance
with 96 H.P. engine
Drives Datsun...then decide
NOW!
THROUGH THE MONTH OF MAY
Lassiter & McKinney Datsun
Celebrating
Our 1st Year as a Datsun Dealer
WILL GIVE THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
With The Purchase Of Any New Datsun
4 DOOR SEDAN, Wagon Or 2 Door Sedan





Of Coffee Held For
Barbara L. Brown
Another delightful courtesy
extended to Miss Barbara Lent*
Brown, June 20th bride-elect of
Dennis Goodwin, was the coffee
held at the beautiful home of
Mrs. Bobby Toon, 1611 Keene-
land Drive, on Saturday morn-
ing, May 9.
Mrs. Evelyn Lockhart, Miss
Sharon Lockhart, Mrs. J. D.
Murphy, and Mrs. Toon were
the gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial event
Miss Share Toon, cousin of
the honoree, wearing a white
and navy sheer voile with a cor.
sage of white and pink carnet
ions, kept the register at the
table overlaid with a whit(
linen cloth trimmed with wide
lace and centered with an ar
rangement of pink carnation(
and baby's breath.
The honoree received the
guests wearing a hot pink lin
en dress with matching access-
ories and a corsage of pink car
nations surrounded by pink
rose buts tied with double
wedding !jags.
Mrs. James IL Brown, mother
of the honoree, wore a blue
knit dress with a multi-colored
scarf and brown shoes. Mrs. Gil-
bert Goodwin of Princeton, mo-
ther-in-law to be of the hono-
ree, wore a pink and white knit
ensemble with white and lizard
trim accessories. Their corsages
of white carnations were tied
with pink ribbon.
The beautifully appointed din-
ing table was overlaid with a
white linen cloth trimmed with
wide lace and centered with a
gorgeous arrangement of pink
carnations, pink daisies, baby's
bseath, and pink roses. The ap-
pointments were in silver.
Refreshments of party sand-
wiches, cookies, strawberry
tarts, cookies, coffee and tea
were served by the hostesses.
Miss Brown was presented
with two pieces of her cho-
sen color of club aluminum as
a hostesses' wedding gift.
Forty persons called during
the morning hours of nine-thir-





Mies Nannette Solomon, June
14th bride-elect of Anthony
Bernard Kaiser, Jr., was the
honoree at a delightfully plann-
ed coffee held at the beautiful
home of Mrs. D. 0. Humphreys,
10 Boundbrook Drive, Paris,
Tenn.
The gracious hostesses for
the occasion held on Saturday,
May 9, were Mrs. Humphreys,
Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs. 0. Hamp-
ton Erwin, and Mrs. Donald
Crawford.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear from her trous-
seau a long sleeve brown and
white knit dress with sleeve-
less jacket. Her hostesses' gift
corsage was of white carnations.
Mrs. W. H. Solomon of Mur-
ray, mother of the honoree,
wore an aqua knit dress, and
Mrs. W. A: Ashbrook, grandmo-
ther of the honoree, was attired
In a green knit dress. Both had
corsages of white carnations,
gifts of the hostesses.
' Refreshments were served
from the beautifully appointed
teble overlaid with a white lin-
en' cloth and centered with an
arrangement tif spring • flowers.
Miss Ann Erwin presided at
the coffee service. -
Arrangements of spring flow-
ers were used at vantage points
throughout the house. The
guests were greeted at the door
by Mrs. Donald Crawford and
Miss Vickie Crawford.
The hostesses presented the
honoree with an avocado Gen-
eral Electric skillet as a wedd-
-Mg gift.
Thirty close friends and re-
latives called during the morn-
ing hour, of ten to eleven-thir-
ty o'clock.
• • •
By United Press International
Paris has lots of big ideas for
spring-summer fashions, includ-
ing all sorts of different hem-
lines, but . there are plenty of
little wardrobe styles as well.
Here twe some lid-bits from
UPI's Joan 1)eppa who covered
the shows.
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Miss Janie Dale Toland Becomes Bride
Of Frank Laird Ryan, Jr., In Ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ilaird Ibis. Jr.
Miss Janie Dale Toland and
Frank Laird Ryan Jr were unit-
ed in marriage in a ceremony
of beauty solemnised recently
In the sanctuary of the Second
Baptist Church, Union City,
Tenn. Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black-
well Toland of Union City and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Laird Ryan
Sr. of Murray.
Nladeleine de Rauch. one of
the liveliest • designers for the
niature.woman, did a crisp shawl
with reversed collar in cream-
colored vhantiing in er a snatch-
_jelle_egceing __wen with plunging
"Iliddlethaorkline7 •
Rev. George M. Horton,
church pastor, officiated as the
couple pledged their vows in a
double ring service before a
background of glowing tapers
and greenery. The white satin
covered prie dieu was flanked
with spiral candelabra garland-
ed with smilax, topiary trees
twined with white satin roping,
and seven-branched standards
festooned with smilax and tied
with white satin bows. The ais-
les were marked with hurricane
lamps with white tapers, smilax
and satin bows.
A program of nuptial -music
was presented by Miss Patsy
Holbrock, organist, and Miss
Glenda Bryant, soloist. Miss
Bryant sang "Whither Thou
Goest" (Singer), "Always" (Ber-
lin), and "Wedding Prayer"
(Dunlap) For the processional
and recessional the Bridal
Chorus from "Lohengrin" (Wag-
ner) and the Wedding March
from "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" (Mendelssohn) were
played by Miss Ilolborok.
Bride's Dross
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a floor
length gown of white lace over
satin, the bodice fashioned with
a scalloped neckline and long
sleeves that formed petal points
over her wrists. Her full train
of lace, fastened at the should-
ers, flowed gracefully into cha-
pel length and her tiered veil
of illusion was attached to a
crown encrusted with seed
pearls. Her only jewelry was a
diamond necklace, a gift from
the bridegroom. She carried a
white Bible, overlaid with white
tulle piquot edge satin stream-
sand pearl ,tes, pes-
tered with a pure white orchid
and encircled with valley lilies.
Mrs Donald Guynn served
her sister as matron of honor
and Miss Sherry Guess, a cous-
in of the bride, and Miss Rita
Blakemore were bridesmaids
Kimberly Arnold, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Arnold,
was the little flower girl.
The attendants wore identical
Dem ieegth -A-lien-desigas el
pink antique satin. Pink satin
bows marked the top of .deep
pleats in the back, while three
rows of pink satin with small
satin bows accenturated t h e
fronts. Their headpieces were
of flat pink bows, and they car-
ried large white lace fans cen-
tered with clusters of red roses
entwined with long lace ribb-
ons. The flower girl carried a
basket a red rose petals.
Mr. Ryan served his son as
best man. l'isonald Guynn, bro-
ther-in-law of the bride, and
Sammy Farley of Murray were
groomsmen. Norman Hale 'Jr
of Owensboro and Ronald Be
shear of Murray were ushers
and Todd Guess, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Guess and a cous-
in of the bride, was ringbearer
Yrs. Toland chose for her
daughter's-wedding a lovely coat
and dress ensemble of Pink
bonded knit with black patent
accessories led a white orchid
corsage.
Mrs. Ryan Sr., mother of the
groom, wore an attractive aqui
blue knit dress with navy ac-
cessories and white orchid,
• Remelien
Ilig..jellowshin, hall of tfle
church- was-the setting lei see---
ception given by Mr. and Mrs.
Toland following the ceremony.
The bride's table, covered
with white satin, was overlaid
with white net caught at inter-
vals with poufs of pink ribbons.
A graceful arrangement of pink
carnations, white Fugi mums
and white stock in a silver com-
pote formed the centerpiece.
At one end was the tiered wedd-
ing cake, frosted in white, trim-
med with pink rosebuds and
topped with a miniature bride
end groom. At the other end,
pink punch was served from a
handsome cut glass bowl. Other
cut glass appointments held salt-
ed nuts and mints.
Assisting in serving were
Miss Jean Weaver and Mrs.
James Gant. Mrs. Ricky Foley
presided at the register.
When the couple left on a
honeymoon to Panama City,
Ph., the bride was wearing a
smartly-styled coat and dress
ensemble. The natural linen
bodice of the dress, fashioned
with a high round neckline and
attached to a slender skirt of
navy blue linen, was marked at
the waistline with a wide red
belt. Her coat was of navy blue
linen trimmed with gold but-
tons. She wore navy blue pa-
tent accessories and the orchid
from her bridal bouquet.
They now live at 1520 East
Main Street, Union City, Tenn.
Among guests attending the
wedding and reception were
Mrs. H. C. Hardin of Hampton,
Ky., grandmother of the groom,
Mrs. W. R. Toland of Waverly,
and Mrs. Hattie Guess of Union
City, grandmothers of the bride
Mrs. Annie Toland and Miss
Evonne Toland of Memphis; Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Hardin, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Hardin and Ken-
ny of Hampton; 'Mi. and Mrs.
E. L. Howe, Mrs. Holmes El
lis, Mrs. eseorgia Wear, and
Mrs. Ronald Beahears of Mur-
ray.
Rehearsal Dinner
On the evening prior to the
wedding Mr. and Mrs. Ryan
Sr., honored their son, his fian-
cee and members of the wedd-
ing party with a dinner Iit the





The Calloway County Teen
Club held its monthly meeting
on Thursday, May 7, at seven
o'clock in the evening at the
Carman Livestock Pavillion.
Lyn Dunn,' president, presid-
ed. The minutes and roll cad
were by Jeanette Jarrett. The
slate of officers for the coming
year was read as follows:
Lyn Dunn, president; Kathy
Stubblefield, vice-president; Ja-
ney Kelso, secretary; Becky
Burchett, treasurer; Clair Evers-
meyer, reporter; Vicki Pat
Lamb, song leader; ,Jeanette
Jarrett, recreation leader.
Delegates selected for t h e
area junior 4-H Council were
Kathy Stubblefield and L y n
Dunn. Alternatees were Jea-
nette Jarrett and Randy Lee.
Plans were discussed for the
hayride on May 22, a booth re
presenting the 4-H Club at the
County Fair, and the Career
Day to be held in June.
The program consisted of.
hearing the representatives of
the Older Youth Conference
held in Washington, D. C.; and
Teen Leaders Conservation Tra-
ining Camp held at the Lake
Cumberland 4-H Center. The
conference was attended by Ja-
ney Kelso and Clair Eversmey-
r. Karen Alexander and Lyn






The Matte Bell Hays Circle
of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church met
at the social hall on Monday
evening, May 11, with Dr. Alice
Koenecke, chairman, opening
the meeting with prayer.
Mn. Buron Jeffrey was in
charge of the program on "More
Responsible Parenthood in Mex-
ico". Her scripture reading was
from Matthew 18:2-8. She gave
an interesting talk on the sub
ject and closed with a prayer
"for all children to be loved
and wanted."
The program was opened with
the group singing "This Is My
Father's World" with Mrs. Roy
Fernier at the piano. 
• • •
Mrs. Matt Sparkman annonne- Ladies Medal Play Golf tour-
ed that the next general WSCS nament will be at Oaks Country
Club. Players cell Sandra Ed-
wards 489-2981 or Laura Pastas
by May 15.
Sunday, May 17
Homecoming will be held at
Martina Chapel United Metho-
dist Church. Regular services
wt..l be held followed by a bask-
et dinner and singing in the
afternoon.
• • •
The Grand Officers of the M.
binational Order of the Rain-
bow Girls will be honored et a
panty at the Masonic Hall from




The Phebian Sunday School
Class of the First Baptist
Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. Art Lee at 7:30 p.m.
• •
The New Hope Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Onis Roberts at seven p.
meeting will be a potluck sup-
per at the social hall on Mon-
day, June 1, at six p.m.
Visitors were Mrs. George
Bell, wife of the late Rev. Bell,
former minister of the church,
and Mrs. Sam Bell.
It was announced that a pot-
luck supper will be held at
6:30 p.m. at the next regular





The Hazel Junior Beta Club
held its annual banquet Friday
night, May 8, at the Triangle
Restaurant
The president, Juana Stock-
dale, called the meeting to or-
der. The invocation was given
by Bro. Bill Johnson, minister
of the Hazel Church of Christ.
After the meal the president
welcomed the teachers and par.
ants.
The guest speaker was Danne
.0-aernan, president of the Cal-
owagwCounty High Beta Club.
A gift was given to Danny ny
the president.
Maxa Joette W
With Tea In Home
"Edgewood", Use lovely home
of Mrs. Howard Brandon on
the Hazel Rood was the scene of
a delight:AM Ansed- ma ne-
aring Mies Mae Joette Welker,
brideeiect of Larry Dale Lo-
vett, held on Saturday, May 9.
The gracious bootees' for
the special occasion were Mien
dames Howard Brandon, Char-
les Caldwell, Thomas Jonas 
Earl Steele, Brent Gutted, Tim
Weaver, and Walter Waterfield 
Receiving the guests along
with the honoree was the be
ton Mrs. Baindon, the mothe 
of the bride to be, Mrs. Max
Walker, the mother ot tb 
grooni-elect, Mrs. Larry Dale
Lovett, arid grandmother ol th 
bride-elect, Mrs. Fein Miller 
Guests entered the foyer end
were cordially invited by Mis 
Marilyn Gilbert to register in
the bridal book which was 
placed on • Louis XVI =soft
was decorated with an inmate
Florerinne candelistiturn and an
antique urn filled with on old
fashioned bouquet.
The guests were invited into
the spacious dining room for
refiseshments served from the
beautifully appointed tea table
overlaid with an imported white
damask handmade tablecloth
and centered with an arrange-
mesa of red carnations add be-
by's breath in a niece epergne
/ranked.  Er tall ..white.. burning
alker, Complim;titted
Of Mrs. Brendan
tapers in silver imptiaiabra.
Pink punch, cake, open faced
sandwiches, nuts, and mints
-were .served tidal Aver appoint-
ments by Mrs. Charles Cald-
well and Mrs. Thome" Jones.
Arrangements of free flow-
ers were used at vantage paints
thaoughout the lovely borne.
For the occasion the bride
tote chose to WSW from her
trousseau a turquoise knit feat-
uring large puff deems and
swing &art with black accesses..
id& Her corsage was of ages
daisies.
Mrs. Walker. mother of the
bresedelert, wore *citrus green,
crocheted knit with bone sc.
ceasories. Mrs. Lovett v/es at-
tired in a light blue polYester
knit with black someone.
Mrs. Miller chase. to wear a
navy mad white knit with navy
accessories. They all wore hi
teases' gift corsages of white
cernations.
Approximately one hundred
gees called between the hours
of two said fourv'ciock in us.
afteenoon
• • •
Chanel also let the boil,
of one of her famous hole sill
hain necklaces slide down
der a gold expansion ,beft
simple black jersey dress sits
-
• • •
The Faith Doran Circle of
the First United Methodist
Church WSCS will meet at the
home of Mn. Autry Farmer
1307 Wells Boulevard, at two
p. as., Mrs. J. W. Stuart wit
give the 
program.• • •
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the amid ball of the
church at two p.
• • •
The Calloway County Assoc-
iation for Retarded Children
will meet at the home of Major
and Mrs. Warner Cole at 710
p. as.
• • •
The Women of St. Johe's Ep-
iscopal Church will meet at the
home of Mrs. Louis Zimmerman
at 7:30 p. m.
• • • _  
The Penny Homemade= Club
will meet at the Honda Inn
at ten a. m. with Mrs. Carl
Barred ashostess.
• • •




The Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet et the church at 1:30 p. as.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or-
der of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p m. Officers will be
installed.usicThe M Department of the
Mum Wawa's Club will
meet at the club house at,7:30
p. m. Hostesses will be Mes-
dames Roy Ray, Robert Car-
penter, Eurie Gariand, Paul
Shahan, Donaski Burchfield.
Charles D. Clerk, and Bill Cr>
use.
• • •
The First Baptist Church
WlfS will hold its general meet-
ing at the church at 9:90 a. m.
• • •
The Kidney School Parente
Teacher Associetioe will most
at the school at 1:30 p. as. Past
presidents and new first grade
mothers for 1970-71 will be hon-
ored.
• • •
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a luncheon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord at one p.m.
Hostesses are Mesdames Tom-
my Lavender, Charlie Crawford,
Bun Crawford, E. A. Lundquist,
Robert Smith, and Joseph
4444— • •
The Business and Prefeation-
al Women's Club is scheduled
 -to have a dinner meeting at the
Woman's Club House at 8:90
p.m.
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star wW




A dance with proceeds going
for the Day Care Center will
be held at the Calloway Gin*
Country Club from nine p. 
as..So zaftig:ht. Waoneored by the
Calloway County Association
ice Retarded Children. "Mae of





Mrs. Leta Broach es honor-
ed with a bistiviary dinner at
Use Community Center on May
3.
Mrs. Breath's kiln daughters
went present: Mrs. Naomi Rog-
ers, ills. Elizabedn Paschall,
both of Murray, Mrs. Dot En-
och, and Mrs Coven Hale, both
of Detroit, Michigan. Save of
beg eight grandchildree were
present along with her six greet
grandchildren.
Other dinner and afternoon
guests included Mrs. Dale My-
ers, Mrs. John Watson, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Enoch, Mrs. Lehr AL
Hopkins, Mrs. Laverne Adanis, 7r
jterfarPand ben Adams,• an *
Trea7.sod-: son. **




Miss Linda Murray, June 27th
bride-elect of W. T. Patterson,
was the honoree at a coffee
held at the lovely home of Mrs.
Leon Adams, 803 Sunnylane on
Saturday, May 9.
The gracious hostess for the
occasion, Mrs. Adams, was as-
sisted by her daughter, Susan.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree was her mother-in-law
to be, Mrs. Taft Patterson.
For the special event the
honoree chose to wear a navy
blue dress with patent access-
ories.
The honoree and the mother
were presented with corsages
of pink rose buds.
The beautifully appointed
dining room table was overlaid
with a white cutwork cloth over
pink centered with an arrange-
ment of pink iris and wigelia.
The silver coffee service was
used.
Refreshments of cheese puffs,
ham bites on rye toast, vanilla
wafer cake and orange date-nut
cake were served. Cokes were
served from a crystal punch
bowl on a buffet near the table.
• • •
Officers Installed
At Beta Sigma Phi
Meeting Monday
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Siena Phi met at the
Community Center on Ellis Drive
at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, May
11, President, Mrs.WillardAlls.
presided.
The Pledge Ritual was gi
for Mrs. Jerry Duncan and Mrs.
George Lane. These girls r
calved their pledge pins and after
six months will advance to th
next degree.
The Ritual of Jewels Ceremony
was performed for Mrs. Ellis
Perry, Mrs. Ed Thomas, and
Mrs. Wallace Parkin. They re-
ceived a yellow rose along with
their Ritual of Jewel badge.
The installation of new offic-
ers was also conducted. Mrs.
Wallace Ford was the installing
officer and those taking ofti
were
President - Mrs. Willard Allin
vice president -Mrs. Ed Thomas;
rec. secretary - Miss Patricia
Wiggins; corres. secretary -
Mrs. Bob Hopkins; treasure -
Mrs. Wallace Parldn; ext. off •
Miss Suzanne McDougal,
All members joined hands and
repeated the closing ritual,
Refreshments were served by
hostesses Mrs. Ellis Perry and
Mrs. Dan Wall.
Those present were Mesdam-
es Issac Adams, Willard Ails,
Larry Coned, John Emerson,
Wallace Ford, Fred Gardner,
John Him% Bob Hopkins, Gerry
Requarth, Ray Sims, Dan Wall,
Chester Wil&y, Ed Thomas War
llace Parkin, M Ellis Perry, Jerry
Duncan, George Lane, Miss Pats





The Alice Waters Circle of
the Pint United Methodist
Church met Tuesday, May 11,
In the home of Mrs. H. T. Wald-
rop.
The meeting was opened with
a devotion given by Mrs. James
Byrn.
A most enlightening program,
"More Responsible Parenthood
In Mexico," was presented by
Mrs. Jessie Ii. Roane, assisted
by Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs. K.
C. Galloway and Mrs. Bryan
Tolley.
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman,
conducted the business. Min-
utes were read and approved
and the treasurer's report was
given.
Members were asked to try
to attend an officers' training
day at Martin's Chapel Method-
ist Church on May 19. An-
nouncement was also made of
the next general meeting of the
WSCS which will be a potluck
dinner at the church on Mon-
day, June 1, at 6:30 p.m.
Delicious refreshments were
served by the hostess to the
fourteen members present, and
one visitor, Mrs. Ange Bell of
Humbolt, Tennessee.
The next meeting will be on
June 8 with Mrs. W. E. Moffett
at Panorama Shores. A potluck





The National Forensic L
of Mm-ray. Mgt School held its
annual banquet commemorating
the school year of 1969-70 at the
Holiday Inn, Thursday, April 30.
Those present were members and
participants of NFL, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Schultz" Mr. and Mrs.
Eli Alexander, and Mr. and Mrs.
Ron Beshear.
The current president, Molly
Stubblefield, told the group she
enjoyed being their president and
she thought that the year had been
very successful and hoped the
following would be even more
successful.
Officers of the coming year
were installed by the present
officers, The new officers are
Mark Tinsley, president; Alan
Weatherly, vice-president; Nancy
Mathis, secretary; Bill Pinkston,
treasure; Paula Parker, publici-
ty chairman; Wanda McNabb, dra-
ma chairman; Ricky Jones, Stu-
dent Speakers Bureau chairman
and Don Lampkins, social chair-
man.
Recognition was given to all
members and participants. Aw-
ards were given to certain out-
standing members for their pro.
grass, participation, and assis-
tance, Mark Tinsley received
the best interpretive award; Bob
Spann, the best speaking award
Suzanne Jones, the most valuable
member award; Jayda Stuart,
the most accumilative point awa-
rd and Alan Weatherly and Ricky
Jones, the best debate awards.
Roo Beshear thanked ever







The Lynn Grove Homemak-
ers Club met Tuesday, May 12,
in the home of Mrs. Coleman
Reeder with the president, Mrs
Alfred Murdock, presiding.
Mrs. Jimmy Butterworth gave
the devotion reading from Mat-
thew 5:16. Each one answered
the roll call by "naming an old
fashioned custom that might
well be revived today".
A discussion was held on the
craft for the fall. The group
voted to contribute to the
IFYE fund.
An interesting lesson on "Out-
door Living" was presented by
Mrs. Lloyd Canter.
The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Clifford Mil-
ler.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Reeder to Mesdames Mur-
dock, Butterworth, James Mil-
ler, Clifford Miller, H. L Ford,
Bob Roller, John Lassiter, and
Canter.
The next meeting will be






Miss Mary Jane Rhoades,
bride-elect of Stan Key, was
complimented with a delight
fully planned household showei
held at the Goshen Methodist
Church on Friday, April 24, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even-
ing.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Hasten
Wright, Mrs. Groover Parker,
Mrs. J. M. Venable, Mrs. Mary
Ray, and Mrs. Mildred Adams.
For the special event, the
honoree chose to wear a navy
knit dress trimmed in white,
and her hostesses' gift corsage
was made of kitchen items.
The honoree opened her
many lovely gifts which were
placed on the table centered
with two white wedding bells.
Refreshments of punch, cake,
mints, and nuts were served
from the beautifully appointed
table overlaid with a biege cut-
work cloth. The table was a-




ons were present or sent gftts.
• • •
Philippe Venet put a volumin-
ous evening shirt of chiffon over
a pale peach jump suit, a good
way to camouflage minor figure
flaws that the one-piece trouser
suits reveal all too easily.
*
Chanel did an unusual finger-
tip length suit jacket in irregular
horizontal navy stripes • on
cream-colored wool. Patch'poc-
kets were set so the preclomin-•
ate navy stripe went across the .
top and matched exactly' into -
the same stripe in the jacket.
**********:+:***************.****
SUMMER IS HERE AGAIN
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'COONERS' ATTENTION k The Twin Lakes Coon Hunters' Club
Is sponsoring some very special events which should start your
competitive blood to circulating. If you trainers are as good at your
job as your hounds are, you should bring home a wad of that long
green. Now pay attention!
Tonight (Saturday night, May 16IP) Water race, Drag race and
treeing contest. If 60 or more dogs are entered in the "swim"
the winner receives $250.00 cash. Most "Cooners have more
trophies than space to store them, but if you can find a little room
for cash, make this scene! Come early - entry closes at seven p.m.
A band will furnish music (1 would enjoy that) for your ;pedal
entertainment. No information on the band. NEAL YORK'S nephew
Is a member (I think). At 12:45 a.m. the sensible thing would be to
call TED ATKINS AND NEAL for all this information, however —
Sunday, May 17th, starting at ten a.m. they will again offer money
and fun. If 60 or more dogs are entered in the "swimming" con-
test, $250.00 cash will go to thewinner. Treeing contests and drag
race will pay 80 per cent (of the entrance fee collected). This is
the regular event sponsored by the club which happens each thir
d
Saturday eight and Sunday through the summer.
If in doubt about these facts, call Ted or Neal, and check. Maybe
I'm doing more draggin' than winning! All that talk about $250
cash "blows the mind".
With that as clear as mud - watch what we do with the U.
K.C.
hunt Ready? Saturday, May 23rd (one day and night only) will
feature a drag race - treeing contest and water race. The winner
c011ects 80 per cent.
Saturday night offers a challenge to registered and non registered
hounds. Five trophies will be awarded to winners of the registere
d
dogs and five for the (non registered) grade dogs. Also a trophy
for champion and one for the grand champion. Get the hounds
entered before seven p.m. Whew! Hounds, money, and trophies,
what else do you want? Are any Calloway 'Coopers still in busine
-
ss? Just once in the past you really came through for us showing
up in numbers that surprised everyone but us. Morale 
being a
low ebb a little show of "I'm with you Lee' might help.
DOC ARNETT AND BILL MOHLINDRO: What are your excuses?
If our Calloway hunters obeyed as well as their hounds, it would
take all night just to enter them. As a very special favor to
 your-
self (and us) may we sage Hickman, Burma, and all 
other club
members and especially all the hard headed non members t
o
attend these hunts. You'll be glad you did and so will 
I. TED
TICINS and The Twin Lakespub officers and members extend a
special invitation to all 'Cooners end their families to attend
 these
special events! Ted, my boy, you have the fun of correcti
ng my
errors. It's your fault anyway — if I can't read my 
notes!
Another of our favorite hounds has been killed by a motorist.
BILL ETHERTON'S Bluetick "Lady" is dead. She was special
to me. Too many of these fine hounds are being killed by dr
ivers,
maybe some can't be avoided but aliftle responsible driving and a
lot more respect for 'life' would be helpful.
Please attend the May 16th and May 23rd T.L.C. hunts!
Put on your life jackets, fasten the seat belts and throw out
the anchor. This will be a rough trip, no quarter asked none
given, no thought to grammer and sentence structure just plain
free with people. If you have a "quickie nerve" better pull out
right now- (that's Ratt-CHERE boys). If you're game hang on!
We'll touch on everything from smart alecks to tornadoes, which
amounts to about the same thing.
For ED COLLIE we'll pour on fishing till he screams for
mercy! In return we demand the pleasure of splashin on a lot
of the hog-wash, to qoate him. So big boss, just read the fishing
and leave the ftbbin to us! To understand our feud you should
know that COLLIE is an avid fisherman and a boating enthusiast,
therefore anything not connected to these subjects is pure hog-
wash. To us people and dogs, people and anything or people n'
nothing, are of supreme interest. Therein lies the difference
in this good natured but heated discussion.
You know about the high and rapid waters, the winds velocity,
water temperature and all that jazz, no need for me to play
expert. Suffice it to say - at the moment fishing is not at it's
best. Fellows and girls read em and weep!
Ricky Jones proudly displaying a 2 lb.
Ricky is the five year old son of Mr. and Mrs, J. L. Jones of
Cypress Resort. He landed this beauty fishing from the dock, using
minnows for bait. This youngster is one of our real buddies, and
man does he have it made. Fishing, swimming and really Livia'
It up. Good fishing Rick,
We don't have a picture of these next fishermen as they headed
for home as we were coming in. I did see the freezer eat of fish
and talked with several that did see the action.
Harry Hunter and son Marvis, Rex Moniker and Earl Smith
(wouldn't you know it) spent six days at Cypress Resort and boat
dock. They used both minnows and worms and hauled in 200 croppie
and catfish. Poor fishing conditions can't stop some fishermen.
They live in Granite City, Illinois.
I must show you this gentleman as he won honorable mention
In a different kind of game. He out talked, out meanied, out smart-
ed and purely outdone ole big mouth, all the way. That has never
been done before and it deflates the ego to see some one take
the game you invented and beat you to death with it. Sir, I hope
I see you ag•nin before you leave. This rebel will come prepared
for (one transplanted Rebel) Yankee! Enjoyed talking with you sir,
the first round goes to you so enjoy it. Your first and last! Ladies
and gentlemen may we present
Mr. Leo Keenan and his pike. Leo isn't indulging in fishing at the
moment, he's working on something or other with Jack and J. L.
Jones, (The "other" is yours truly).
Mr. Keenan (formerly from here) now resides at 216 West
Monroe, Chicago, Illinois. The picture was taken in his trophy
room. A sample of his helpfulness - I'm struggling to get names,
numbers and weights down on paper and Leo (speaking with real
authority) says, get this straight, the Iiiiidmans didn't catch all
739 croppie on one ca,sting it took two or three tries. Smart
elect I'll bet you simple talked that Northern Pike out of Lake
Peony. Thank you sir!
1:00 a.m. Monday and it's really the morning after!: After the
most frustrating fishing adventure on record. Heading "Seen and
Heard" advice to do something different - man we did. Worked
a half day packing everything from mosquito repellant to wood
for a camp fire, took a truck to haul the nsh home and went,,
fishing. Forgot two things. Scuba diving outfit for walking on
land and a helicopter for getting off that land. The barometer
was dropping (plunk) the lake going down (a foot or more already)
winds that would put shy-town to shame and waves breaking like
white caps. Either of these conditions says, postpone the fishing
trip, (to the wise fisherman that is) for awhile - nothing doing,
I'm going fishing. I slid around in the mud and fished until
midnight. Didn't get that first bite. Made a fresh pot of coffee
and settled down for the night, knowing I have more patience than
they have, I'll just wait 'em out. More frustration! My keepers
start using logic. Get some sleep - they're not biting - you can
start early in the morning. Now that logic just doesn't do a thing
for me. Why stop fishing simply because you aren't catching fish.
Do you enjoy fishing or just the ftsh?Reasoning, pleading and tem-
per tantrums availed nothing. So be it! Tomorrow I'll show you.
Tomorrow - Thunder, lightening, still higher winds and rain,
and you talk about Noah's flood? Wait it out Ten o'clock, eleven
and twelve - man it's gonna rain for ever! Who wanted to fish
any way? Met a few old friends and talked of others. They had
sense enough to stay in the truck, but if you want information
you get it when you can. The opportunity won't be there when the
sun shines. Red Alton and Kenneth Mathis came to fish but had
more sense than 'wait out the storm'. I'm standing here talking
fishing and coon hounds while rain splatters and pours like no
body's business. Red and Kenneth had better luck last week. They
landed 46 catfish one morning.
Gerald Raspberry (that's ToJo) and son caught 76 catfish (Satur-
day morning?) last week, Smart alecks. No wonder I cant catch
one you caught em all.
Charles Williams and buddies came to fish. but they gave up in
short order. Discoveredenseer-cooner. Charles has four black and
tans. That came as a shock, just never thought of him being a
hunter - haven't seen him since - oh gosh too long. No informa-
tion on his family or hounds but we shall, give or take twenty
years.
Kenny and Vernon WiiliaMS were among the fishermen we met
a week ago. Too busy trying to fill a 30 year gap of information
on these bays and their families, to even ask how many fish they
had. These Williams boys and their families (from Uncle Charlie
to Speight) are amoeg the friends we were hatched with probabh
,
at least they are the first family in my memory banks. Good link
Seventy-two per cent
bread purchased in the
States is enriched white
- -
With 105 miles of shoreline
arni 35,000 surface acres, Lake
‘leConanghy is Nebraska's largest
Another shock. As 'cooners, Floyd Barrow and Red Alton rank
with the best, that is understood but the fact that both have given
uP the sport, is unbelievable! Each of these sportsmen lost their
valuable hounds, some killed by motorists and other accidents.
Sorry to lose these man and hounds in the 'cooning world.
Eventually even the bravest will tire of fighting the battles you
can't win, and turn the attention to something else. The smart
ones forget the things lost (or pretend to) and try another road.
Floyd still has bird dogs but bow many or information on them
I don't have and I'm afraid to ask. I'm still thinking about Ole
Blue and the others Floyd is also a fisherman, but how do you get
the word on that. Red and Floyd are still chuckling over some
'sneaky' pulled on a buddy by Bill Mohuodro and a little help
from us. We've done in so many friends you couldn't remember
a certain one. All things considered, it's probably a good thing
1 was run out of town - before being decapated or at least "tarred
and feathered", Mo do you have any more meany's up your sleeve?
No one can find me now but you're a clear target Ted Atkins
throws a mean punch also - he takes a passel of em too.
Met a real live fox hunter and three of his seven hounds.
Thomas Hendon, Route 5 Is a lifer in the sport. The ladies we saw
are Dixie, Mamie and Judy. Theoaly fox hounds we've ever met are
those owned by Plenty and Mary Perry. Gave up on the idea of ever
meeting a fox hound eonaturally these were bird dogs (to me). Mr.
Hendon was badgered into blowing the fox horn, which brought back
memories, Haven't heard one since the young days. So young there
is no recollection of the hounds, just remember listening to them
howl all night, then the horn that said this hunt is over. Enjoyed
the brief tall the horn and the hounds. You did not keel) Your
promise, sir! To refresh your memory, you are to stop a moment
(enroute to the next hunt) to allow us a picture. You can't weasel
out of a promise,- delay it three or four years maybe - but keep
It you must The next picture proves the point.
Will Ed Stokes, Stokes Tractor and Implement Co., has been
promising pictures for three years - these are in color therefore
they will appear dim but 4 rromLsed, here are the bird dogs.
"Rip", "Smoker" and "Buddy"
Rip is a Pointer, Smokey and Buddy are Setters and all belong
to Will Ed. Son you're committed to that promise of a black and
white picture - close up! If I can't see the champs a clear picture
Is a must.
Jack, my boy, you're not coming in too clear but I'm reading
Rip loud and clear. These beauties are worth waiting for (the houn-
ds of course). This is another 'sneaky' only wish I could see Jack's
expression when he discovers he's been hit! Thank you boys and
beauties.
At this point we have touched on the subject of fish, coon, fox
and birds. What else is there? Frogs! Season for taking starts
May 15th. Next Wednesday. I believe the limit is 15 per person
(day or night, ,which ever). Better check that out, this memory
Isn't that keen! A silly suggestion as I'm the only one who isn't
sure.
Mrs. Ericson and Mrs. Fell: No 'mam the Marine Corp didn't
'mix up your babies' - but I sure did In the picture last
week the Marine front n' center is not Fell but he is Pat Eric-
son, now stationed in %Camas City. At ease bpye You've been
showing the right face after all. Thank you I./Cpl. Edwin Fell-
for the nice letters and all the pictures. The friend that assisted
you in losing the ball game - did he also injure his writing arm?
Say a countrified hello and thank you to all Marines at Camp
Pendelton California. The same for every person in every part
of the world who is engaged in any service to our country. We re-
spect and appreciate eacof you! Can't write you or even say
hello (individually) unless we know where ytu are. A letter
please! A line from a country song expresses our feelings to a
T. When You're running down our country, Ross, You're walking
on the fighting side of me!!
God bless America and those who love and defend her!
If we are deluged withlishing reports therartli reach you • ast
haste - Hke swift maal Places ReAsslunky. _ .
"EXPERT - one who makes no mistakes on his way to the big
Mender! Sp there!!!!! This article, however, Ls in no
way meant to indicate that the
alarms sounded and the remedial
measures undertakee should not
be continued.
They should, and they must be
Intensified by not only the youth
of the nation but by every man,
woman and child,.






Fiching is great this week. That is about all I 
can say for it,
but don't take my word for it, read it for yourself.
First of this week James C. Nance of Farming
ton, Route one
caught two catfish. One weighing 31/2 lbs. and 
the other a 9 3/4
lb. blue channel cat. Both fish were caught 
off the rocks at
Eggners Ferry Bridge, fishing on the bottom. His 
bait was night
crawlers.
Then to follow this up Newel Bailey of Murray
 caught a 9 lb.
blue channel cat using shrimp for bait, fishing a dep
th of 6 feet.
He landed this beauty on a cane pole. I was told he was
 fishing
some where around Ken Lake Boat Dock according to 
his grandson
Fr eddie Herndon.
For you trout fishermen I have a report of 26 catfish 
caught
Monday. These fish weighed 46 lbs. Individual weight ran
 from 1 lb.
to 51/2 lbs. They were caught by Charles Stacy, Bobby 
Hudson,
Jim Herncion and Charles Callam. They were using shri
mp for
bait.
Cypress Springs Resort and Boat Dockreportsthatthe 
bass are
going wild down there. Glen Stubblefield and Hugh Mas
sey caught
15 bass Thursday. These fish ranged to about 2 lbs.
 and larger
and they were using a bomber for bait.
Lynn Hurst Resort and Dock says that a few cat fish are being
caught and thatthecroppie are still biting at a depth of 2
5 if,. These
crappie that are being caught are very large. Bait is st
ill medium
size shiners.
Irvan Cobb Resort and Boat Dock reports that the fishing is good.
Croppie are hitting and each boat going out averages 10 
to 12
croppie. These crappie range in weight from %lb. to 1 lb. B
ait is
medium size shiners and jigs.
Mr. Pitman took the water temperature this morning at 
5:00
and it was 70 degrees.
Blood River Boat Dock reports this week that crappie fishing
is fair, Everybody is catching- ftsh and what is caught i
s very
nice. Catfish are biting very good. Crappie are biting on sh
iners
and catfish on night crawlers.
For you people who like to fish for blue gills use worms for still
fishing. If you want to fly fish use a green popper. I was told 
that
two people went over to the rock at the Eggners Ferry 
Bridge
the other day and caught a whole wash tub full. I did not find ou
t
who they were, but was told they were using worms, still fishin
g
in a depth of 1/2 to 2 ft. of water.
Well friends this is all I have for you this week so be careful,
catch a lot of fish and may The Good Lord be with all of you.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. - Often a come by poisoned air, impure
water and infected soil should
not in any way be minimized.
We are 100 per cent for re-
strictions put on a number of
products , and the intense inter-
est that has been generated to
preserve this world of ours.
Nevertheless, it is refresh-
ing, we believe, to note also
those things of beauty that are
apparent even to the casual ob-
server during a fishing trip and
we recommend that entertaining
sidelight for each fishing trip.
We believe that a person who
At a time when alarms are .is interested in these beauties
sounded about the impurities o will do naught to tamper wi
th
the air, water and soil, when Ear- such God-given delights.
th Day is suggested as a national We believe those persons bi-
l ow:jay, when DDT has been spired by the greatness of nature
ed, and when the population is will not despoil a landscape by
warned' that the world c tossing onto it the remnants of
long endure under such conditi a meal to impair the beauty of
ns, it is indeed refreshing to the area and most assuredly con-
hear an individual- talk tribute to the ugliness of a lake,
Ind revel &I the beauties of nat a countryside, a rural road or a
Tire that are available in so man super-highway.
Yes, it is great to live in a
state where such unspoiled bean-
ty remains; unsullied by man who
has in the past doused pesticides
and acids and litter and clutter
in other areas.
But unless protection for those
places is forthcoming now, it will
be but a few years before they,
too, become defiled areas, cov-
ered with ugliness brought on by
mankind in ereed anti fishness.
person, upon returning from a
fishing trip, spends a lot of time
describing the wonderful country-
side he saw on the way to his
favorite lake, and about the beau-
tiful scenery he viewed firsthand
while on the lake itself.
Often the beauty of the palisa-
des, the seeming purity of the
acres of clear water in thelakes,
the neatness of the docks and the
roadside parks bring glowing pr-
aise and all but blot out The






Or. cropp I e fellows with fishing, hunting or what ever is important to you! JLeaervotr• _
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PAna SIX THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ISRAEU SOLDIERS look jubilant after a sortie into Lebanon to root out guerrilla bases. One
holds a photo of Egypt's President Gamal Abdel Nasser which they found on the sortie.
KEW
Retiorde show the Mewing
mired:
Jerry Carol, Route Six, Her
ray, public drunkenness. fined
$10.00 oasts 18.30; Sheriff.
Stephen Baines. Clarksville
Tenn, speeding, food $10.0C
oasts $18.50; State Bakke.
Beverly Watson,
MOIL, drivieg while iloxict
ed. Hoed $100.00 casts $13.30
Sterne Police
K. W. Huffstutter,
Tenn., speeding, fined $10.0(
costs $18-50, State Pollee.
James Barris, 908 &Mega
Court, Murray, speeding. fined
$10.00 costs $18.50; Slide Po
lice.
Chanel D. Hogancamp, Hen
Hail, Murray, reckless driving
fine of $10.00 impended, costs
of $18.30 paid; Campus Police
Anthony Smells, Route Five,
Beritcm, imProPer Pawing. fine
of$10.00 suspended, costs of
$18.50 paid; State Police.
Frsoklin Walker, Route Four,
timely, fishing without a
cane, fined $13.00 colts $18.20;
Department of Fish and Wild-
life.
(Conti:mod From Pogo 1)
just discovered by our iihera-
Severe! comes have been dis- tion; it traces back before
posed of in the CellowaY Cu. Christ. Unfortunately, reality,
oaf Court of Judge Robert 0 dictates the necessity of war,
Shit least for the_foreseeable fu
ture. As long as there is one
nation who would take, by vie-
hence, that which is not theirs
and there is one nation who
would defend its property and
its rights, there will be con-
Meta The idea that we as a
nation should "make love, not
war" is idealitstic, but not rea-
"c. We must learn to make
ove but also continue to pro-
our right to make love and
Jimmy Greer, Route One,
210, fishing without a
fined $15.00 costs $18.10; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Gary Pierce, Route Two, Kirk.
ley, reckless driving, flood $10.-
00 costs $18.30; State Police.
Wayne Hughes, 104 North
13th Street, Murray, disorder-
ly conduct, fined $1000 costs
$18.50; Sheriff-
Bernard Dishman, College
Station, Murray, disorderly con-
duct, fined $10.00 cods $18.30;
C.ampus Police.
Newell Hopkins, 1603 Daum)
Avenue, Murray, reckless driv-
ing, fine of $10.00 suspended.
costs of $18.30 paid; State Po-
Stave White, Route Two, Ha
set, public drunkenness, fine<
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Po-
lice. Are we to let ttus same se-
quence of events occur again,
R°6 Belskrar, South 4th Sineithis time in Asia? Will we ap-
' Murray, possession of alcohol
in dry option area, fined $100 ••••
00 casts $13.50; Sheriff.
James ,Eilkins, Route One, Ai-
m, flatting in reshicted area,
fined $15.00 cods $18.50; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
A Lesson From History
If the conflict in Vietnam was
strictly a benevolent interven-
tion of the United States to as-
sist a weaker nation, one could
attest that a laissez-faire policy
would be more justifiable. I do
not believe this war is being
fought just to save a small for-
eign nation, but to insure the
peace and freedom of our•own
nation. The opposition to this
war is based on a selfish desire
for peace now, at any cost, by
immediate withdrawal from
Southeast Asia. I support the
principle behind our involve-
ment in Vietnam and Cambodia
for an even more selfish rea-
son: I want a longer-lasting
peace for our country and the
world, and I do not believe that
peace can ever be eminent if
we ignore history's lessons and
succumb to the immoral aggres-
sions of power hungry nations.
Are we ever to learn from his-
tory that appeasing an aggres-
sor, hellbent upon war, is to
suffer later consequences o f
greater magnitude than those
consequences suffered from
standing firm with a united
front. Before both world wars,
the free world stood idly by
while Germany conquered h
of Europe and, while doing so,
rapidly armed for world war.
France, above all others, should
recognize this fact since she w
devastated in both wars before
her allies came to help.
State Police.
Michelle Clayburn, College
Station, Murray. knell', 16-
mewled to disorderly conduct,
tee days hard labor in countyClarenee Britt, Route Seven. ens,ended upoo condition
Murray' fine 
of $1000 ahe write no more cold checks;
suspended, costs $18-50 P•m; Sheriff.
pease the communists while
Red China arms for war? Mao
Tse-tung has stated that C3113-
munism must be spread by a
violent revolution and that a
nuclear war would not hurt
China, but help her, due to her
immense population.
Will we appease in'
and then take a stand in India?
Or maybe Australia or Japan?
Or are these countries still no
concern of ours? Then we must
be prepared to defend Hawaii
or Alaska. Would this then be
considered a "moral" war?
You say this is absurd. Is it
absurd that Communists would
try to conquer neutral countries
such as Cambodia and India for
no other reason than to extend
its control over the world? Is it
absurd that Communists would
invade South Vietnam which is
separate entity from Commur.-
1st North Vietnam as recogniz-
d by SEATO and the United
Nations? Is it absurd that Red
hina would approach war with
I. Russian ally over a small
iece of territory? We must
tand now before Red China can
am n any more time and resourc-
s at the expense of other coun-
es. We must stand until Com-
unist China matures to this
uclear age.
PROCLAMATION
Mayor Holmes Ellis today offl-
cblly proclaimed May 16, as
"OLD SOUTH DAY" in the City
of Murray, Kentucky in recogni-
tion of the heritage and traditions
of Southern days past. The pro-
clamation follows:
"WHEREAS, the gentlemen Of
Kappa Alpha Order strive to
live a worthwhile life of sin-
cerity, courage, honesty, faith,
hope, chivalry, and brotherhoot
and
WHEREAS, these men strive
constantly to live up to these
ideals, while taking part in a
system of higher learning which
will enable them to further their
individual professional goals; and
WHEREAS, these men gather
here today to humbly exemplify
their pride in the heritage of
their homeland, and to give a
salute of tribute to their spiri-
tual founder — Robert Edward
Lee of old Virginia:
NOW, THEREFORE, I,Holynes
Ellis, Mayor of the City of Mur-
ray, Kentucky, do proclaim to-
day, May 16 as:
OLD SOUTH DAY
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Given under my hand, and seal







Prances Hulse was tbe winner
of the championship flight held
at the regular ladies „day golf at
the Calloway Couaty Country
Club on Wednesday.
Tieing for first flight winn-
ers were Anna Mary Adams and
Reba Overbey. Second flight
winner was Edna Knight and
third flight winner was Peggy
Billington.
Low putts was a tie between
Lou Doran and Euldene Robin-
Why Cambodia?
The college generation has
coined the phrase "credibility
gap." President Nixon has used
the news media to come to the
people of the United States to
explain his actions more than
any other President has in this
past. But with support from
leading Democrats and some Re-
publicans, these college students
say that the President is mis-
leading America. They say he
does not want-peace because he
is expanding the war by invad-
ing Cambodia . . .
A close analysis of the two-
month invasion of Cambodia will
show that President Nixon has
taken a course of action that
will permit a safer withdrawal
from Vietnam for our troops.
The allied forces' push into
Cambodia will either push the
enemy back or engage the ene-
my which would, serve to elim-
inate the enemy force in Cam-
bodia because of our military
superiority. But in either case,
the enemy's supply caches will
be captured and denied the en-
emy which will allow much
needed time to train the South
Vietnamese Army'. This time
will be, procured because the
North Vietnamese in Cambodia
will need this time to resupply
their_ areas of cperation. This
time will also allow for a con-
tinued and safer disengagement
in South Vietnam for United
States troops.
I do not see how the invasion
of communist sanctuaries in
Cambodia can lead to anything
  more stable 
situation and a reduction of
combat in South Vietnam, which
will allow a country to learn
to defend itself and allow our
fathers, brothers, husbands and
friends to returh to America, to
enjoy the security they have
fpught and many have died for.
1 When other countries desire
to live in peaceful co-existence
as we do, then there will be no
more tragic conflicts like Viet-
nam. Korea or the Middle East.
Hopefully, the Age of Aquar-




WASHINGTON (UPI) — Ma.
jrn airports will begin taking
precautions to make sure small
airplanes do not get too close to
the wake of the Boeing 747 and
other large aircraft, according
to the Federal Aviation Admi7
nistration (FAA).
Officials said small aircraft
now must stay five miles from
the land strip when large
teaccouy epiggpup is the ide:i at this supermarket in Los Planes are landing Instead of
Angeles ' as the 4,•,astiter ii•es a sorter ray gun that reads tree miles and must wait at
• --• ' flag ile9 
Ott: Jaefore takiag
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Life Is Both Bitter and Sweet For Candice Bergen
by ARMY ARCHEllt0
Central Press Association Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD--"You know, I used to knock Hollywood, but
I've never seen a community so concerned, so generous with
their time." It was young and concerned Candice Bergen talking.
The 23-year-old beauty mentioned such names as John Wayne,
Paul Newman, Marlon Brando, Julie Andrews, Mario Thomas,
Elliott Gould, etc., as those big people who are really concerned.
And they are only a few--regardless of political affiliation, they
are truly concerned, actively so.
Of course, Elliott Gould's concern was obvious to Candy—he
happens to be her leading man in their just-completed film,
"Getting Straight." She plays the role of a 21-year-old student
girilnfrideldriofbing thGOuld.
e character she plays, Candy said, "She sym-
bolizes all the natural feminine
vitality that projects freshness
and intelligence of the new
breed of today. "Jan" is a 'hap-
pening—and that is the proto-
datypy.es o.f the American girl these
Already recognized as a writ-
er, photographer and actress, • • •
lovely blond Candice Bergen IRONICALLY, in "Getting
sull_feels she hasn't begun to Straight," Candice's role is Mm.
accomplish what she really Liar to the one she plays in real
would like to do with her life. life. A young attractive girl
-What I really want to do„ria seeking, learning and helping to
to be a terrific writer," she bring about necessary changes
frankly admits. She elaborated, in the establishment. It's a corn-
"I want to time my time as fully edy-drama that tells of student
as possible. This is what's im- unrest on the nation's campuses.
portant to me. Not to limit my- Between takes, Candy was
self just to writing, of course, constantly shooting pictures of
Why does one have to special- fellow actors and student-ex-
ists? If I can do something, say tras working in the picture.
something in a film, or lend my And Candy plans to write short
name to a cause, then this is stories about several of the
what I want" more "interesting" student ex-'
• • • tram she met while filming at
CANDY doesn't refer to her Lane community College in Eu.
famous ventriloquist father Ed- gene, Oregon.
gar Bergen too much, but she "I was amazed to meet so
adores her parents, and they many interesting young people
always beam about her when I going to school in Eugene," she
ask them about her doings. reported. "They had such un-
Unlike certain other young usual backgrounds—and many
people in the business, she does came from wealthy back-
not want to exploit her future grounds, yet lived on only the
on a family mime. And her ex- bare necessities of life. I guess
ploits, as well as her parents, they sort of personify the kids
have not yet lent themselves to of today by expressing their
the kind of publicity which the dislike for present day society.
Fondas, for example, have gar-
nered.
Candy makes it perfectly
clear to anyone who interviews,
her that she is an individual
with her cow capabilities, and
her own identity.
son. High putts went to In
Orr.
Winners of the two ball four-
some on Wednesday, May 6,
were Mona Purdom and Prances
ulse. Second place went to
erelene Sullivan and Jenny Sue
DO NOT DISTURB
Cliindice Bergen.. . Edgar's daughter Is concerned.
"My one desire it that enough
social changes will come about
whereby peace will once again
reign on our school campuses.
I personally have had enough
of the violent disturbances, but
I also know that those- demon-
strations have helped bring
about sonic marked-changes on
behalf of our students," she
claimed.
• • •
AS for her future--1-in films,
Candy says, "Most of my films
have been artistic—but failures.
That's one reason I did this.
The other one is that I believe
in this part. The character 'Jan'
that I play is a wonderful one.
The bottom Of the pool 'grab'
becoming obliterated by moss
so as a protest Rogers
scratched "Henry" at the
bottom of the two-13ot deep
pool.
BANK OF MURRAY
Urges You To Support
THE ALUMNI BANQUET ON MAY 30th
BY
HON. HARRY LEE WATERFIELD
I feel her in my bones, every
movement, every breath I take
She ill me—or I am her."
As for that writing she wants
to do: Candy adds, "I'd like to
do one film a year and devote
the remainder to writing. I re-
member when I covered the po-
litical conventions this last elec-
tion, it was one of my most en-
lightening experiences."
Was it because she's inter-
ested in the political scene?
"Let's say I'm interested In
what's going to happen to my
country," she replied.
Yes, Candy Bergen's one of
the "concerned ones" 'in Holly-
wood.
"The pool was so dirty, I
figures they would clean it up if
I did that," Rogers said
Thursday.
Gres hung heavy metal pend-
ants from scarves tied round
the neck cowboy style.
The Murray State University Alumni Associatiot is-trout
To Present One Of Its Most Distinguished Members As The Featured Speaker
At The Annual
Student Union Bldg.
PHONE YOUR RESERVATION TO 162-3131







and mails are now ads
the Lodger it Timm Of
ply Mose.
APPLY NOW! What
know about the Bible?
you like In kern mon
come kern with us at 1
!inert Bible College, No
Street, Mayfield, g
42066. We offer Interisn'
Study, Mang with other
subjects and liberal a
Jens as well, Uwee tin
aad
be). A. •
Pat elf no longer! Writs
for application forms I
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Public Notice is here
that the Murray-Callos
umty Industrial Founds*
offer for sale to the
and best bidder, 30.
known as the Vas Ha
in Murray, Sealed bids
taken until one p. m.,
1970. In the event that
are found unacceptabl
for a sixty day option
accepted upon a highi
beat bidder basis. The
Calloway County In
Foundation reserves ti
to reject all bids. Bids




SEWING MAC H I P
Does all fancy (
without attachments.





Public Notice is herel
that the Murray-Callm
unity Industrial Founde
offer for sale to the
mid best bidder, 30.31
khown as the Vae Ha
in Murray. Sealed bids
taken until one p. m.,
1970. In the event that
are found unacceptable,
a sixty day option will
cepted upon a higheet 1
bidder basis. The Murr
way County Industrial
tion reserves the righl
ject all bids. Bids ahouli
dressed to P. 0. Box
ray KY.
IJOSE WEIGHT safely w
A-Diet, and remove ekes
with Fluiciex. Only 9
$1.69 at Dale and Stub
Drugs. 
etio,1 141.4.4,"•-
I WILL NOT be responi
any debt other than my
or this date, May 16
Jerry Atkins.
INVITATION TO I
Bids will be received
Council until May 14, 11
dual sir compressor fi
provenents at Sewage
al Plant by Murray Wa
SWArec System. 
The Mayor and :Can
serves the rig4totedreji
or all bids. b














307 VII engine, autoi
power steering. Rac







mid roans are now available at
the Wearè Times Office Sup-
ply Mom TFNC
APPLY NOW! What do you
kocor about the Bible? Would
you like to thorn more? Then
come learn with us at Mid-Con-
Bible College, North 15th
Street, Mayfield, Kentucky
420130. We offer Intensive Bible
Study, along with other Biblical
subjects and liberal arts sub-
jean es well, three times year-
ly ("imam May, and Septent
been degree awarded.
Put elf no longer! Write or call
for application forma now!
M-16-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 218, Murray, Ky., C.
IL Sanders. Phone 382-2468
Lynnville, Kenharly.
 June-16-C
EFFECTIVE lien 11, 1970,
Pershing Rifles Company 03,
Murray Stake University, will
not be reeponaibie for any
charged items. M-16-P
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby given
that the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Induatrial Foundation will
offer for sale to the highest
and best bidder, 30.35 scree
known as the Vire Hart Place
in Muroran Sealed bids will be
taken until one p. m., June 1,
1970. In the event that all bids
are found unacceptable, bids
for a sixty day option will be
accepted upon a highest and
:net bidder basis. The Murray-
Calloway County Industrial
Foundation reserves the right
to reject all bids. Bids should
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AUTOS FOR SALE AUTOS FOR SALE
SPRING SPECIAL
1965 Chevrolet Super Sport Conv.ble
V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steering and
power brakes. Light blue with a new white top. $1,095.10
PARKER FORD, INC.
Corner of 7th & Main Phone 753-5273
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
OWNER leaving town and must
sell this three bedroom, all elec-
tric brk home on east Park-
lane Drive, Carpeted living
room, utility room with built-
in cabinets, kitchen with built
in stove and disposal, nice size
family room opt) den. For an
appointment phone 753-6386.
sr.strnrut, almost new, archi-
tect designed, custom built mlin
level home with two large wood-
ed lots in Sherwood Forest.
Over 3000 square feet in all
Carpeted living room, has an
thedral beamed ceiling and huge
&place. Large dining ell with
glees sliding doors onto IF g
30' redwood deck. Lovely kitch-
en with extra cabinets, dispos-
er, dish washer and attached
breakfast room. Stone foyer,
panelled family room with glass
doors to stone patio. Four car-
poled bedrooms and also office
which can be fifth bedroom.
Throe complete tiled baths. In-
side two car garage. Dry lower
level has very large finished
game room with large fireplace.
also utility room. Many other
extras such as cedar shake roof,
Anderson windows and electron-
ic air cleaner. Gas heat sad
electric central air conditioe-
ing. By transferred owner, 753
7488. H-M-16-C
SIRVICES OFFERED
WILL DO bush-hogging by the
hour or by the acre. Phone
Sherrill Outland 753-3786 after
4:00 p. m. M-19-C
WILL TAKE CARE of child in




will buy funithen and other
merchandise. Hubert Coles' An-
tique Shop, phone 492-8714.
HAY CUT, bailed .and put in
barn. Phone 753-8090.
• June-5-C
Complete Small Engine Repair
Garden tillers, lawn mower*
chain saws. Authorized Briggs
& Stratton Dealer. Authorized
Lawson Power Products Deal-
er. Munn), Supply Co., 208 East
Main. Phone 753-3361. H-1TC
LAWN MOWERS, tillers repair-
ed. Blades sharpened, crank
shafts straightened. Also your
gun put in good operation con
Maxi. Low charges. H. S. Ro-
barna', 1610 Calloway. Phone
753-7863. 14-19-P
NOTICE OF SALE
Public Notice is hereby given
that the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Industrial Foundation will
offer for sale to the highest
and best bidder, 30.35 acres
known as the Vae Hart Place
in Murray. Sealed bids will be
taken until one p. m., June 1,
1970. In the event that all bids
are found unaccentable, bids for
a sixty day option will be ac-
cented upon a highest and best
bidder basis. The Murray-Callo-
way County Industrial Founda-
tion reserves the right to re-
ject all bids. Bids should be ad-
dressed to P.O. Box 190, Mur-
ray KY.
M-16-C
LIOSE WEIGHT safely with Dex-
A-Diet, and remove excess fluid
with Fluidea. Only 98e and
$1.69 at Dale and Stubblefield
DIINX
I WILL NOT be responsible for
any debt other than my owa-ste
of this date, May 16, 1970.
Jerry Atkins. M-19-P
INVITATION TO BID
Bids will be received by City
Council until May 14, 1970, for
dual air compressor for im-
provements at Sewage Dispos-
al Plant by Murray Water and
Sewer System.
The Mayor and Comaell re-
serves the A:oject any
or all bids. bids are
also subject to approval by our











ers "4% 'FOR SALO
SPRING SPECIAL
1969 Volkswagen Squareback
Fully automatic transmission, radio, white wall tires.
One owner. Like new Beige with matohing
$1,7t5.110
PARKER FORD, INC.
Corner of 7th & Main Phone 753-5273
FOR SALE
FEEDER FICIIL Plums 7511411161.
11PC
PLOW POINTS, disc coulters.
disc blades and cultivator shov-
els at good prices. Vinson Tree-
tor Co., 7534892. ITC
YOU'LL NEVER KNOW how
dem that rwt will ha ll YOU
try Blue Lustre. Rant electric
shampooer tor only $1.00 at
Big IL 14-16-C
FOR SALE or erode. Two beau-
tiful wooded water front lots
on Kentucky Lake. 73 ft. on the
water, 230 ft. dew. For infer-
notion on Babe or trade call 753-
7382 or 753-3802..
MEW AND USED dive MO
• Vinson'. Tractor OD.
rams 715341191. 111411C
PANASONIC solid state portable
recorder. Two tape speeds.
AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
1025. Accessories; Delimit mic-
rophone with remote control
switch, microphone oase and
hood belt, radio cord R, 3 inch
reel and a magnetic ear phone.
Splicing tape and batteries.
Used one month, $50.00. Phone
753-3147 before 9:00 p. a.
TIPNC
12 WEANING pigs. Phone 435-
4725. M-16-C
3-POINT HITCH, 5 ft. heavy
duty rotary cutters with stump
jumper, big gear box and solid
tail wheel, $325.00. Also 4 ft
models. New and used 1 and 3.
row cultivators. Vinson's Trac-
tor Co. Phone 7534892. &ITC
*AUTOS FOR SALO AUTOS FOR SALO
FOR SALE
BABY TURKEYS mid ducklings,
gunnies, fancy thickens, ring
neck doves. Phone 328-6563, Hu-
bert Alexander, three miles
south of Sedalia.
14 FT Alunaa-Craft fishing boat
with 20 HP Johnson. Silver
Troll trolling motor and a Paris
Line trailer. Phone 435-5455.
M-18-C
RIGIDAERE 30-inch electric
we. Goa dryer. Maytag wash-
Phone 7534136. 16-18-P
' ANTENNA with rotor and
r. Also refrigerator and 22-
ch self propelled lawn mow-
Phone 7534884. 14-184
SPRING SPECIAL
1970 Maverick 2-Door Sedan
Six-cylinder engine, standard transmission. One 
owner.
local car. Low mileage. Light green finish. _-.. $1,695.118
PARKER FORD, INC.
Corner of 7th & Maul Phone 753-5;03
21" CURTIS-MATHES color TV,
in Early American cabinet, ex-
millet condition, $175.00-;
000 BTU Fedden air condition-
er, one year o/d, $225.00; Cop-
pentane heavy duty worker and
dryer set, like new, (retail price
1440) $250.00; rose colored liv-
ing room suit, $30.00; refriger-
ator, runs good, $15.00; dinette
set, fair condition, $15.00; Un-
derwood portable typewriter,
good condition, $25.00; Under-
wood standard typewriter (old
model) $20.00. Phone 753-8661
after 4:00 p. m. or anytime Sat-
urdise. IL-l&C
TROPICAL FISH: Deluxe Delta
Show Tails, trio, $5.00. Gold
Flamingoes, $4.00 pair. Gold
Vareatus, 500 each. White con-
vict, $1.00 each. Parakeets, nor-
mal $6.00, rare, $8.00 each.
Phone 7534862. 14-19-C
TOMATO PLANTS for sae.
Chimp Mrs. Peal Dlii. Phew
753-3581. M-10C
1963 FORD station wagon, drive
anywhere, $250.00. 1910 Ford
pickup, $150.00. Air compres. GAS STOVE, excellent condi-
sot hose and min, $100.00. Lion. Phone 753-3869. 1TC
Black and white TV, $25.00.
Golf clubs (2 woods, 5 irons)
$20.00. See at 1106 Olive Street
after 5:00 p. m. M-11343
ShepherdrUleck and tts,v iSci
.KC Reidpered wale
months, $75.00., 753-8188.
CRUSHED STONE and sand
, we deliver Me ton or
000. Fred Gardner 753-5319.
HI.TC
S.
DROP LEAF solid oak table,
1306 Poplar.
AUTOS POD SAL'
1969 JEEP, four wheel drive
kon mileage, lass two tops. Call
7357850. 'WC
1909 DODGE Dart Swinger 340,
tom speed, chrome wheels,
vinyl top, power "taming. Will
nil or trade. Also 1961 Ford
Gaimie, 382 engine, automatic
tronmaiseion. Phone 753-1888.
Ask for Kew Buoy. M-18-C
AUCTION ML!
AUCTION, Saturday night, 7:00
p. m. at the Dungeon, (formern
Superior Laundry & Cleaners.)
Old furniture and lots of odds
and ends. Be sore to get your
item in intime for the auction




See at hibernate Battery, East
Kam Street, Murray.
LOST • POUND
LOST: Otis pair of glasses in
vicinity of patter School. Phone
1984 IMPALA SS, 4-aposd. es- 753-5570. II-18-C
defiant mechanical shape. 18,-
miles on engine. Phone 75$-, 
3410 alter 5:00 p. m. M-16-NC,,
[906 CHRYSLER Newport, foul( 
lox, all power, air condition-
ed, good tires, good condition.
Local car. Phone 753-5924 or
753-1681. 11-23-C
1964 RAMBLER American, ex-
nalent second car. Clean and
reasonable. Phone 753-8548 af-
ter 5:00 p. a. M-21-C
1963 OLDS F-85, automatic,
power steering and brakes, fee.
tor' air. Nice. Phone 753-9901
or 753-3917. M-18-P
1987 CHEVELLE Super Sport,
Sold, map, new tires. Excellent
condition. Phone 435-5741.
14-18-P
1984 CROWN lnaperiaL Al] pow-
er, air, cruise control. Good
body and good engine, 753-5927
M-18-C
1964 BUICK Electra, power and
air, $575.00. Phone 436-2323.Wont-
AUTOS FOR SAL! AUTOS POR SAL.
FROM wall to wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Shale-
poeer $1. Western Auto, Hoene
of "The Winning Weil". 14-16-C
BEAUTIFUL 13 ft. 4 inch Fiber-
giass boat, 40 h. p. mthor, and
teener, all for $795.00. See at
Starks Mobile Homm, Phalle
753-6734 or 753-4469. 14-16-C
1967 CHEVROLET dump truck,
366 VA engine, 5-speed spicer
close ratio pusher axle, 10 yd.
anthony bed, 900x20 front tires,
very good, 900x20 rear Oren
50% robber, 900x26 pusher
tines, fair. Very good mechani-
cal condition and body in good
condition. Ponder Obev-Buick
Co., Charleston, Mo., 314-683-
3341. 11-194
ARMY DRESS blues, coat 38,
pant., 36x3I, $50.00. Phone 753-
8455. 14-184
COLDSPOT at, conditioner,
14000 BTU. Just like brand
new. Must sell. Phone 782-43813
11-16-C
TV ANTENNA, rotor and
stand, iniced ivesonality. Carnie
(-tendon 1603 Magnolia, Phone
753-2272. 1TP
MODEL 70 Wei-hes-ter 30-06
Sleveras 20 gauge pump. Marlin
.22 magnum, lever action. 31
Smith di Wesson revolver.
Phone 753-6420.
N FT ALUMINUM boat and
Evimitie motor, 5 HP Bell
cheep. Plume 753-2304. 11-19-1
UAL INTATS FOR SALM
LARGE Toora with yla i MODERNranchfirt g Ism
brick home on 100'x 200' wood-
ed lot in Sherwood Forrest
Three bedrooms with abundant
closet "pace and hardwood
floors. Carpeted living roma,
formal dining room and separate
tawdry 
Kitchen has all built-ins, dur-
able Toginol floor and many
cabinets. Foyer, two tile bath",
to. am Prole, Patio, control
aincoofitioning economical PA
host and city water. House
shown by appointment. Call 733-
8878. ht-ISC
ISIMESSEDROCIM, mu distelt.
brick numb with pada, two
years eld, astral Ns, wMl to
well carpeting two spieling
baths, large living room
lining ores, fatally room Lang
ossiveniont kitchen with WO-
In repos, omei, dishwasher and
dIspomiL Utility me. two Isr
garage, iltnated on nicely land
seeped let located at Shift:wood
Subdivislos. For impointasont
by trimderrod owner call me*
Ina or weskindi 733-71110.
11-16-184
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, liv-
ing room, den, built-In kitchen,
1% baths, utility room and clos-
ed-in garage. Located on 90' a
206' lot. Loan transferrable, 715
Fairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor
Subdivision. Call 753-5453 at
762-3747. 14-234
SPACIOUS corner lot MO'
1.05' on Hermitage mod Green-
brier. This is a fast growing
prestigious neighborhood. En
joy the advantage of building
your own home. Reasonable
price. Coll 753-7119 in the even-
ing.
ONLY $095 on easy terms for
a large wooded Lake view lot
(30000 sq ft.) lake access, cen-
tral water system. Phone Geor-
ge Scully 753-1510. 14-16-C
TWO ADJOINING lots, ti block




WANTED: lady experienced in
salad preparation, full time and
part time. Good working condi-
tions, must be neat, efficient
and able to furnieb good refer-
ences. No phone calls, apply
Colosiel House Smorgasbord.
M-10C
BORED? Gain New Intersts -
Make friends-Sell Avon Guar-
anteed Cosmetics in your neigh-
boebood. For an at-home ex-
plinetim call now. Mrs. Janet
Eunick 385-9426 atior7:00 p. co.
or write Route 2, Six 136 A,
Princeton, Ky. 42445. 14-18-C
& STEREO SERVICE
GE Factory Trained Man
Genuine Parts








WANTED: Someone to m o w









ravel, Sand and Limestone
Hauling. Driveways built.





1968 Chevrolet Bel Air 4-Door Sedan
307 V-8 engine, automatic transmission, air conditioning,
power steering. Radio, white wall tires. Low mileage.
One owner. Light green, matching interior. $1,795.81
PARKER FORD, INC.
Cornet of 7th & Main - Phone 753 5273•
lig.DDON BAITS:
LUCKY 13, Reg. $1.11 ....... $1.19
RIVER RUNT, Reg. $1.11  $1.13
CRAZY CRAWLER, Reg. $2.10 $1.33
BOMBER BAITS:
HELLBENDEft, Reg; $1.85 
WATERDOG. Reg. $1..10  $1.13
BOMBER. Reg. 1.80  $1.13
BUSHWACKER, Reg. kgi 
FRED ARBOGAST;
HULA POPPER. Reg. $1.75  $1.09
JITTERBUG, Reg. $1.75  $1.09
AMERICAN MADE
DO-JIGS. Beg. 11.20  -- doz. 890
CROPPIE RIGS it




an S. Smith, San Francisco, has
asked the U.S. Supreme Court
to rule President Nixon acted
illegally in sending American
troops into Cambodia.





ment, furnished_ Also two-bed-
room apartment imfurniabed.
Frigidaire and Move, carpeted
Couples and Umbers only. Call
753-2808. 14-18-C
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfur-
nished apartments across from
Westview Nursing Home, South
leeth Street. Two bedroom, bath,
utility room, carpeted, air con-
ditioned, with store, refrigerat-
or, washer. Call 703-4974.
M-19-C
TWO-BEDROOM =furnished a
partnietit. Inquire at 1399 John-
son Blvd. 14-19-C
UNFURNLSHED two bedroom
duplex apartment. Phone 753-
9488. 14-16-C
WILL SUB-LEASE fundshed
two bedroom duplex apartment
for summer Phone 7534488.
M-16-C
ROOKS for girls for summer.
Air conditioned, private en-
trance, kitchen. Two blocks
from University, 1630 Hamilton,
Phone 753-2688 after 5:00 p. m.
M-16-C
FURNISHED apartment for sum-
mer semester, air conditioned.
Couples or teacher. No pets.
1610 College Farm Road, phone
733-1600. 16-18-C
ONE-BEDROOM furnished a-
partment, 34 block from Univer
ditty. Will lone for summer or
longer. Phone 7534478 or 753
9135. 14-21•C
FOUR ROOM furnished *Pert
mart with private bath for mar
nod couples. Available June
Call 753-9741. 14-18-C
TWO FURNISHED apartment'
for boys. All utilities paid.
Available June 8. Call 7334741
M-18-C
TWO BEDROOM 10' x 50' mo
bile home, large lot. Available
now. Also 1 two-bedroom 8'





Glen C. McKinney to Essie
Bailey; changing and correction
of title to lot in College View
Adentice,
Essie Bailey to James Howard
McKinney and Glen Harold Mc-
Kinney; changing and correction
of title to lot in College View
Addition.
R & R Development Company,
Inc., to Jerry M. Jones and Ann
H. Jones; lot in Canterbury Es-
tates Subdivision.
Clifton J. McCallon and Anita
McCallon t Luther Suggs and
Odell Suggs; 'property in Cab.
way County,
-Fulton Young Realty, Inc. to
John Thomas Bucy and Brenda
Joyce BuCy; lot in Lynnwood
Estales Subdivision.
R & R Development Company,
Inc., to Finis J. Griffith mid Al-
berta H. Griffith; lot in Canter-
IAKY Entate5 _ _
Fulton Young Realty, Inc., to
Charles In McCuLston and Bar-
bara A. McCuLston; lot in Lynn-
wood Estates Subdivision.
Calloway Resorts, Inc. , to
F. G. Campbell, Jr., and Carrie
Louise Campbell; two lots in
Center Ridge Subdivision.
B. C. Bailey and Laura W,
Bailey to Joe Jackson and Lor-
ene Jackson; property in Cab..
commander - is- chief of the way County.
armed forces of the United,' Wallace R. Sears and Billie
States, his status as such donalJean Sears to Oury D. Lovins
not vest him with authority to and Geraldine Lueins; p
roperty
initiate a war in a foreign on Hi
ghway 121.
country," Smith said. EElic Vi, Burton, Bobby Arm-
strong; 81/2 acres EiCalloway Co.
NOTICE NOTICE
-13 MINNOWS IN EVERY DOzt N -
- DON & DONNA'S GROCERY It MIT SHOP__
2 Miles East of Mtivaint at :intact* el-Pester-town Reed 40 I-and-East ilithon'Y (90 •
_ _ • .
_ IF_ --fettaitiratenc_-_. 




BEING AN ORDINANCE A
MENDING ZONING ORDINAN-
CE NUMBER 491 OF CITY 01
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, SO Al
TO REMOVE A CERTAIN ZON
El) DISTRICT AS SHOWN ON
ZONING MAP ATTACHED TO
ORDINANCE NUMBER 491
AND MADE A PART THEREOF
BY REFERENCE; AND A-
MENDING ZONING MAP AT-
TACHED TO AND MADE A
PART OF ZONING ORDINAN-
CE SET FORTH IN THIS OR-
DINANCE.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE
COMMON COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUC-
KY, AS FOLLOWS, TO-WIT:
SECTION I: The following-
inscribed area of City of Mur-
ray, Kentucky, as shown on zon-
ing map incorporated in Zon-
ing Ordinance Number 491 is
hereby rezoned from "R-2 Red-
iential District" to "R4 Resi-
dential District," to-wit:
Beginning at a point on the
northeast corner of the Bag- .
well Manor Subdivision; then-
ce south 1328 feet to a point
on the north righeof-way on
Glendalo Road; thence east
.) a c'nt an the welt bcimd•
ary line of the present 9-2
Business District; tbencs nor-
th 1326 feet to a point on the
wen boundary line of the
present B-2 Business District;
thence west to the point of
beginning.
SECTION II: The zoning map
of City of Murray, Kentucky,
dated the 30th day of January,
1969, attached to and made a
part of Zoning Ordinance 491
by reference, is hereby amend-
ed and changed so as to coin-
cide with the provisions of this
ordinance. The Clerk of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, is
directed to amend said zoning
map so as to reveal the changes
herein made.
SECTION HI: So much of Of,
dinance Number 491 as is In
conflict with this ordinance Is
hereby repealed to the extent
of such conflict and to such ex-
tent only. In all other respects,
Ordinance Number 491 is here-
by reaffirmed.
CERTIFIED AS APPROVED
BY THE ZONING AND PLAN-
NING COMmInSION OF CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY...ON





Commission of City of
Murray, Ky.
PASSED ON FIRST READING
BEFORE THE COMMON COUN-
CIL OF CITY OF MURRAY,
KENTUCKY, ON THE 14TH
DAY OF MAY, 1970.
Holmes Ellis, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentucky
ATTEST:
Stanford Andrus, Clerk
City of Murray, Kentucky
1TC
unty.
James P. Collins and Maloy
Collins to Maio), Collins to Don-
ald Hugh Hatcher and Rebecca
Jane %bititr; lot in Meadow
Green Subdivision,
Jack Kennedy to Bank of Mur-
ray ; property on U. S. Highway
641.
Homeland Developers, inc., to
Mac Flits and Judy G. Fitts; Ipt
in Keeneland
Clifton James McCallon and
Ruth Anita McCallon to Luther
Suggs and Odell Suggs; 15 acres
In Callowa/ County.
Aubrey Farris and Fay Farris
to Michael D. Miller and Paule-
tte F, Miller; property on High-
way 121.
Evelyn A. Bradley to .. Joe L.
Green and Emmilee J. Green;
lot in Bagwell Manor Subdivi-
R & R Development Company,
Inc., to Harold Everett and Del.
ems Everett; lot in Canterbury
Estates Subdivision.
Fulton E. Young and Irene
C. Young to Kenneth J. Manner
and Brenda Sue Manlier; lot in
Fairview Acres Subdivision,
Lakeway Shores , Inc., to C.
Stewart Conover and Sue Ann
Conoviir; lot in Karl Frazee pro-
0e)%
Ralph Gordon Balentine and
Louise BalenUne to Odell Hicks
and Wilma Hicks; property In
Calloway County.
Quitman Key to Adolphus She-
ridan and Mare&I Sheridan; prop-- *
 f
erty in Calloway County.
Wanted To Buy
WANT TO BUY WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 22, 1970, ISSUES OF
THE LEDGER & TIMES
Please bring toil* office. 103 No. 4th S4fr-sie pleas
10.111111 or 7531913. -
DELAYS RULING
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Supreme Court hag delayed
until after May 22 a ruling on
whether Boston officials can
prosecite actors and producers
of the play "Hair' for "lewd
and lascivious behavior" lilt is
performed,
The show closed April 10
after Suffolk County District
Attorney Garrett It_ Byrne






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: "Drop in" guests have no legitimate com-
plaint if they are ignored in favor of the idiot box. "Drop
Ins" are persons whom we never invite because almost
anything the boob tube has to offer is preferable to their
company.
I wish you would say a few words about people who
Invite you over-coaxing even, so that after several invita-
tions you finally give in, so as not to be stigmatized as an
"unfriendly" neighbor. And then, when the invited guest
shows up at a prearranged time, the host or hostess has the
television on-and LOUD!
Even so, the guest is not permitted to concentrate on the
program because conversation must go on, despite the blar-
ing emanating from the unwatched, but raucous, box.
Well-ntan' nered persons would appreciate your comment
on this. As for me, I've solved the problem. [Sign me)
UNFRIENDLY BOOR
DEAR BOOR: Of all the reasons for accepting as invita-
tion. not wanting to be "stigmatized as an unfriendly neigh-
bor" is the poorest - for after having accepted, geed
mizzen -demand that you reciprocate. Ant why get on that
hied of a merry-go-round with persons you'd never Invite to
your home because you feel that "almost any offering from
the boob tube is preferable to their company?"
DEAR ABBY: I am being called a "poor sport" because
I refuse to go along with the following dell:
My husband fru call him "Paul"] and I go around with
a couple I will call "Bill and Angie."
Paul digs Angie and Angie digs Paul. Bill digs me, but
I don't dig Bill.
Paul and Angie and Bill say I am a "poor sport"-that
it's three against one and I'm spoiling their fun. Angie keeps
telling me that Bill is really great, and if I tried this wife
swapping deal just once I might like it. .
I just can't see it. What is your opinion?
ONE MAN WOMAN
DEAR WOMAN: I can't see it either. Ask Angie what
she wants with your hasband if HERS is se "great."
DEAR ABBY: This jazz about women being upgraded
to the same status as men is, to me, a most attractive
idea. IF we go all the way with it.
Let the girls work in the logging industry, topping out
spar trees. Let them fish the Grand Banks in midwinter.
Let them work the high steel in bridge-building. Let them
grow the ulcers and have the heart attacks, and forego all
the courtesies one man would not give to another.
Above all, make them subject to the draft; put them
into infantry cambia training. Send them to the swamps
and the steaming jungles of Viet Nam, and let them play
tag with Charley.
Let them coddle and take care of the men, who can
then show them the same lack of appreciation they dish
out. Maybe then they would quit vibrating on their abstracts
and become human. CARL
CONFIDENTIAL To "To DYE OR NOT TO DYE": U
you want MY 'Make, yes, I've sees many women who
look "prettier" with gray hair. But nose who leek "younger"
with it.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it elf
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bea arfee, Las Angeles, CaL
MM. For • personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send $t is Abby, Bea MTN, Las
Angeles, Cal. teeel. for Abby's booklet. "Hew I. Write Let-
ters for All Oceasious."
Land
.Transfers
THE LEDGER & TIMFE — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
SENSING THE NEWS
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Southern States Industrial Council
BEHLND THE KENT STATE RIOT
Leftists and liberals in the Uni-
ted States and around the world
already are trying to portray the
slain students at Kent State Univ-
ersity in Ohio as heroic workers
for peace, whereas in fact they
were part of an ugly and brutal
mob engaged in transforming a.
university into a scene of anar-
chy and bloodshed. The deaths
were tragic, yes, but understa-
ndable - violence begets fragedy.
There are notable exceptions to
this praise of the rampaging mob
at Kent State. One in particular
Is a newspaper of Johannesburg
In far away South Africa which
described Kent students as "silly
asses" who were "stirred up by
anarchists and Red agents to
oppose the war effort in Vietnam
and Cambodia" - a very true
observation.
Had the National Guardsmen
failed to defend themselves, they
might have been stoned to
death. One can be sure that
the leftists and the liberals wo-
uldn't have shed any tears for
dead Guardsmen - no more than
they weep ex the many police-
men who have died in the line
of duty, defending communities
against anti-war demonstrators
and other political hoodlums.-
Glorification of the bur dead
protesters - members of the
campus mob - is not without
design. Radical elements seek
an opportunity to marshal opin-
ion against Guardsmen, police-
men, and regular soldiers. The
objective of the radicals is to
force disarmament of troops and
police forces, even as in the pro-
paganda treatment of the My Lai
Incident in Vietnam they seek
to discredit and undermine the
morale and combat effectiveness
of American troops in Southeast
Asia.
If the leftists and liberals su-
cceed in disarming the Guards-
men, if they manage to shift the
blame to those who were protect-
ing law and order, then the forces
of revolution will have scored
a tremendous victory. For the
safety of the country, it is itn-
perative that the American peo-
ple stand behind the Guardsmen,
in Ohio and in the other 49
dates. They are the people's
shield against the revolutionists
in our midst.
Bloody insurrection by revolut-
ionary elements seems much no-
arer than anyone expected a year
or so ago. The involvement of
several thousand students at Yale
University in protests against
the trial of Black Panthers accu-
sed of murder and kidnaping; shco
ws how far the country has gone
towardsthe mindless chaos sow
ght by those who hate the United
States and seet 'its destruction
from within. At Yale, almost an
entire university went beserk,
with faculty members and even
the President of the institution
lending prestige to the Panther
cause - a display of academic
irrationality unprecedented in
American history.
Obvilyous. the time for -miki
measures of law and prder is
past. The mob attack on the Nat-
ional Guardsmen at Kent State
University shows that vicious,
open revolution confronts us as a
result of permissiveness in deal-
ing with the hoodlums who have
established sanctuaries on coll-
ege and university campuses,
The' time has come for legis-
lation and governmental action
Of the most comprehensive kind
so as to eliminate the evil that
threatens the survival of our free
country.
Smithwood Development Corp.
Inc., to J. T. or Rose Z.
Young, Mooresville, Inditana, 4
lots; William J. Mudd, Chicago,
1 lot; Douglas or Arlie Car-
ney, Whitescreek, Tenn., 2 lots;
Elster R. or Diane M.. Mitchell,
Louisville, 1 lot; Richard B. or
Karen L. Poe, Louisville, 1 lot;
-Paul C. or Cleo T. Miller, Jam-
estown.. Tenn., 5 lots.
Smithwood Development Corp-
oration, Inc., to Billy &- s' 14139•
ma Seay, Springfield, Tenn., 2
lots; McCarthey Bros., Bensen-
ville, Ill., 1 lot; Billie E. or
Kathleen J. Lovell, Worth, Ill.,
2 lots; Calvin J. or Velma A,
Haring, Edwardsville, 111.,2 lots;
Jim Healy or Richard Abell,
Equality, 111., I lot.
SmIthwOod Development Cor-
poration, Inc., Robert W. or Jean
E. Brogan, Indianapolis, Ind., 2
lots; James -E. or Etta M. Hen-
dricks, Spence, Ind., hot; James
IV, or R. Louise Mullins, Martin,
Tenn., 1 lot; Norman E. or Julia
R. Zeigler, Greenwood, Ind., 1
lot; Roberto or Marie A. Gon-
zalez, Clarksville, Tenn., 1 lot;
Louis E. Tibbs, Water Valley,
Ky., 2 lots.
Smithwood Development Corp.,
Inc., to By Jean Carroll, De-
troit, Mich., 2 lots; Julius or
Mary Powers, Clarksvllle, Te-
nu., 2 lots; Clarence W. or Edna
Sharp Wells, Jr., San Di
ail!, 3 lots; W. E.
Mary 'L. Jackson, Nashville, Tat
nn., 1 lot; Fred J. or Onda J.
Clark, Hammond, Indiana, 3 lots.
Smithwood Developm cut Corp.,
Inc., to J. M. Tucker, Sr., Bow-
ling Green, Ky., 2 lots; Elmer
or Madge Thomas, Highland, Ind.,
1 lot; Charles A. Hammerstein,
Mikena, Ill.. 1 lot; Allen B. or
Twala L. Johnson, Tinley Park,
111,, 2 lots,
Walter E. Travatha and Johnnie
Trevatha, Knoxville, Tenn. to
Hazel Jones, lot in Calloway
County.
Gus J, Robertson, Sr. and Nov-
elle SW2110 Robertson and Gus J.
Robertson, Jr. and Mildred Stink-
er Robertson to Richard M. Hut-
son and Nancy J. Hutson, Lot in
Calloway County.
P. McDougal and Edith Mc.
Dougal to J. B. Bell and Alice
Bell, lot in Calloway County,
E. S. Roberts and Thelma Rob-
erts to Larry Bogard and Nance
Bogard lot in Kingswood Subdi-
vision.
As Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew said in a recent address
in Florida, the problem of th
disturbed tdiversities is not for
the Philosophy Department or the
English Department but the Jus-
tice Department. It may take
stores of additional U. S. attor-
neys and hundreds of extra FBI
agents, but no effort should be
spared in apprehending and pro-
secuting those who have engaged
Harold S. Elkins anti Laurene
In criminal leftist activities on
Elkins to Douglas Shokmaker a 
college and university campuses
Louise Shoemaker, lot in Cabo, 
nd 
in recent weeks. The possibility
way County. •
of mass sedition trials should be
1205 Chestnut Street
WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, 
Prescriptionand Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
seriously considered, for that is1
the condition the country now fac-
es.
The first target of governmen-
tal action should be the riotets
who attacked the National Guar-
dsmen at Kent State University.
They and others like,them should
be the subject of legal action. In
college after college; the heed
Is to locate and root out the rad-
icals, Whether in the student body
or on the faculty. It may be that
the states and the federal govern-
nrent will have to enact new Laws
to- accomplish-that- purpose.,-
by Charles M. Schulz
—
by R. Van Buren
I'LL GET ONE FOR VWHY NOT >OL/RMOVEMENT
)101.1--iF YOU PROMISE I'VE 54MPLED ALL THE
TO JOIN OUR 07WORS
MOVEMENT.
-
need be, the states should call
special sessions of their legis-
latures to get the laws nece-
ssary to keep the peace and
protect decent mole against the
political hippies who believe they
can burn public buildings, loot
stores, and bombard police and
Guardsmen with rocks and other
missiles.
The time is past for half-way
measures. The country is-on the
verge of a crisis in which its
very future and survival are in-
volved. Every effort should be
exerted now to crush the criminal
leftists who seek to paralyze and
then take over the United States,
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
market is sharply oversold,-
from a technical viewpoint, but
there is little on the horizon to
preclude it from being further
oversold, Bruns, Nordeman
Co. says. Current-economic and
International developments have
been about as much help as
"an archer to a drowning
man." Investors should "stop
clinging to straws," and move
from speculative secondary
issues and into sounder issues,
the firm said.
---
The margin rate cut doesn't
create new funds, it just shifts
them around and does nothing
to ease liquidity problems
Inc. says.
MY DAD GETS
A KICK OUT OF
COLLECTING
OLD COINS
!A MESH ROASTED Tht GLARE FROM
PEAlkItiTeT!-4AT ,I YOUR PANTS IS e.
SOLVES MY LUNC, ' IMMDING Mt,
PROBLEM!! _., rosoicK!! GILT






100,000 TONS --An estimated 100.000 tons of garbage cover
sidcwraks-ifild-1mpede--t-Faut4.-4ii-tite Ntrerts during  
n itation 1,vorkers in Rome. (rabirph,ito
However, the psychology of the
move is the key and it would be
shortsighted to overlook the
Federal Reserve's "proven
genius" for lower* margins
neat bear market lows, the
company adds. 46
The use of more credit in the
stock market has become
desirable and even necessary,
according to Abraham & Co,
Everyone seems to agree thal
U.S. business needs to improve
its balance sheet liquidity ant
that a funding of much short-





Long-term bones awl new stock
Issues has become a-matter Or
urgency,„„ It makes sense,
therefore, to bolster the mark-
et's ability to absorb new
securities issues, the firm says.
Busy man
14OLLYWOOD (UPI) -
Producer Euan Lloyd will make
five films all starring Steve Boyd
in screen adaptations from Louis
L'Amour .novels - "Callow,"
"Radigan," "Flint," "Down the
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* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Private Dining Room (Call For Reservations)
6 a.m. to 10 p.m: 7 Days a Week
- J. C. GALLIMORE -
ACCEPTED MI5 AFOLO6L1
YOU DIDN'T GET THE WORDyWHERE'D
PROFESSOR, BECAUSE TI-115 YOU GET
15 THE WAY WE PLAN TO THAT COOL.















In right): Dr. TA
man of the romp
M. 0. Wrother, one




Call It "keeping yi
apolomb, or what hat
anyway, our brother']
at Fulton epitomized
afternoon at the wed(
of his daughters.
Possesser of a fine
doubled at the weddi
daring two vocal set
also gave the bride
In the ceremony.
But anyway to get ba
Mg cool, there he v
one ot the songs wbei
got too close to the c
caught on fire. Th
the song book blazed
tried to quench the
one hand. When ti
fruitless, he took a d
and blew out the bu
without missing a no
pie carried it off Sc
the conflagration
by many.
We were struck by
In the Wedding cc
which the two partic
scribed. This conce
Baking all others".
We mused on how
phrase is violated in
day.
Down on Kentucky I
day night and on OH
we spotted an enoi
winging his way si
ough the night air. i
small nocturnal crea
ed by this denizen of
A Weed Thrush hop
the- patio late yestert
at us suspiciously tht
to more productive II
der the Iron Oak tre
He differs from the
since he is smaller, I
a shorter tail and sl
He is more secretive
trovertive and less
bus. Colored about
and he hops. The
walks.
Se uncertain is till
that we had heat, air




J. T. (Trout) Anderi
din Route One, age 60:3
urday at 7:35 a.m. at t
Municipal Hospital.
The deceased was





Route One; two gran
Mrs. Mac Tucker c
Route One and Joe M
croon of the U.S. Nay:
Ga.: five great grandc
Funeral services
today at two p.m. at ti
and Cann Chapel, Bet
Rev. C. J. Dexter an
E. Moore officiating. I
In the Olive Cemeter3
- • -
